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6. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
6.1

INTRODUCTION

The Biological Resources chapter of the EIR evaluates the biological resources known to occur
or potentially occur within the proposed project site and surrounding environs. The chapter
describes the proposed project’s potential impacts to biological resources and identifies measures
to eliminate or substantially reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level. Existing plant
communities, wetlands, wildlife habitats, and potential for special-status species and communities
are discussed for the project region. The information contained in the analysis is primarily based
on an Aquatic Resources Delineation Report (ARDR),1 Arborist Report,2 and Biological Resources
Assessment (BRA),3 all prepared for the proposed project by HELIX Environmental Planning, Inc.
Further information was sourced from the Placer County Conservation Program,4 Placer County
General Plan, Placer County General Plan EIR, and the Bickford Ranch Specific Plan EIR.5

6.2

EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The following sections describe the regional biological setting in which the project site is located,
the biological setting of the project site, and the special-status species and sensitive natural
communities known to occur within the project site and surrounding environs.

Regional Setting
The project site is located immediately north of the approved Bickford Ranch Specific Plan
(BRSP) area in the southwest portion of Placer County (County), in north-central California. The
County has a Mediterranean climate and consists of a mosaic of oak woodland and savanna,
mixed evergreen and pine forests, grasslands, chaparral, wetland communities, and riparian
scrub and forest communities. Within the project vicinity the landscape includes annual grassland
on shallow soils derived from volcanic mudflows along the area’s central ridgeline and on formerly
irrigated ground with deeper soils derived from decomposed granite. Blue oak woodland occurs
primarily on the slopes below the project vicinity’s main ridges on volcanic mudflow soils and on
side slopes with deeper, granitic-derived soils. A riparian corridor exists approximately 2,100 feet
south of the project vicinity along a section of Clover Valley Creek, downstream of Clover Valley
Reservoir, consisting of a dense, closed-canopy forest dominated by valley oak, with many interior
live oaks and scattered California buckeye.
The region is situated in the transitional zone between the higher elevation Sierra Nevada and
the lowlands of the Central Valley. The region’s location is within the range of several species
common to either bioregion. At lower elevations, the County is characterized by annual
grasslands, intermittent streams, and riparian vegetation. At higher elevations, oak woodland,
mixed evergreen forest, scrub and chaparral, and riparian vegetation dominate. For many years,
1
2
3
4
5

HELIX Environmental Planning, Inc. The Ridge, Aquatic Resources Delineation Report. May 15, 2019.
HELIX Environmental Planning, Inc. Arborist Report and Oak Woodland Inventory, The Ridge ±56.6-Acre Study
Area Placer County, California. April 2020.
HELIX Environmental Planning, Inc. The Ridge, Biological Resources Assessment. March 2021.
County of Placer. Placer County Conservation Program. February 2020.
Placer County Community Development Resource Agency. Bickford Ranch Specific Plan Revised Draft
Environmental Impact Report. Adopted December 18, 2001.
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the principal land use of the region was cattle grazing, mining, logging, and farming. Such land
uses are still prevalent in the County, but they are being replaced with residential, commercial,
and industrial land uses.

Project Setting
The approximately 56.6-acre “Study Area” for the proposed project is depicted in Figure 6-1. The
Study Area encompasses the following three components: (1) the 24.95-acre project site, which
consists of a horseshoe-shaped parcel situated atop three interconnected ridges; (2) the 24.9acre, 300-foot-wide Modified Shaded Fuel Break (MSFB) along the project’s northern boundary,
north of Caperton Canal; and (3) a 50-foot survey buffer area. The project site is located
approximately one mile south of State Route (SR) 193 in an unincorporated area of the County
and is bounded to the north, east, and west by undeveloped land, and to the south by a dirt
roadway, connecting to (north-south) Clark Tunnel Road, an unimproved dirt roadway that
ultimately connects to the community of Penryn, further to the southeast of the project site. The
general topography of the Study Area is moderate to steeply sloped hillsides with variable
aspects. Portions of the Study Area in the south and southeast, while not level, are moderately
undulating with irregular microtopography. By and large, the areas in the south and southeast
portions of the Study Area lack significant topographic depressions or folds. Elevations range
between approximately 718 feet above mean sea level (MSL) in the southcentral portion of the
Study Area to 830 feet above MSL in the southeastern portion.
The densely wooded area to the north of the project site slopes steeply downward towards the
valley below. An undeveloped ranch (La Faille Ranch property), owned by the project applicant,
is located within the valley to the north of the site. The ranch is used for cattle grazing. The
southern boundary of the La Faille Ranch property includes the Caperton Canal, owned and
operated by the Placer County Water Agency (PCWA), which bifurcates the ranch from the project
site. The Caperton Canal is used to deliver untreated water to treatment plants in the Rocklin and
Lincoln areas and is also sold to customers for irrigation, including supplying water to the pond
on the La Faille Ranch property. The areas to the east, south, and west of the site, currently
undeveloped, are planned for buildout with future low-density residential and rural residential uses
as part of the BRSP, which was approved by the County in 2004 and amended as recently as
2015.
As discussed in Section 1.5 of the Introduction chapter, substantial evidence exists to support
adjusting the existing conditions baseline for the area to the west of the project site, within the Phase
1 boundaries of the BRSP, as such adjustments will give the public and decision makers the most
accurate and understandable picture practically possible of the project’s likely near-term and longterm impacts (CEQA Guidelines Section 15125[a]). It is estimated that 1,010 single-family units
could be developed within Phase 1 of the BRSP, as well as associated backbone roadway, water,
sewer, and storm drainage infrastructure. The primary backbone roadway would be the two-lane
Bickford Ranch Road, which would provide access to Phase 1 of the BRSP and the proposed
project from Sierra College Boulevard to the west and run in an east-to-west direction. The terminus
of Bickford Ranch Road after completion of Phase 1 BRSP improvements will stop short of The
Ridge project site, leaving about 400 feet of unpaved roadway between the terminus and the
southwestern corner of The Ridge project site. This 400-foot segment would either be constructed
during commencement of Phase 2 of BRSP, or depending on the timing of BRSP Phase 2,
potentially by The Ridge applicant.
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Figure 6-1
The Ridge Biological Resources Assessment Study Area
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Biological Communities
According to the BRA, four biological communities, described in the Placer County Conservation
Program (PCCP), occur within the Study Area: annual grassland, mixed oak woodland, oak-foothill
pine woodland, and urban road areas (the PCCP will be discussed in further detail in the Regulatory
Context section of this chapter). The biological communities are shown in Figure 6-2 and discussed
in further detail below.

Annual Grassland
A total of 16.37 acres of annual grassland occurs within the Study Area. Annual grassland consists
of several native and non-native annual plant species and occurs in a majority of the State at
elevations from sea level to approximately 4,000 feet above MSL. Composition of the vegetation
community varies depending on distribution, geographic location, and land use. Dominant
vegetation present in the annual grassland within the Study Area includes soft chess (Bromus
hordeaceus), ripgut grass (Bromus diandrus), slender oat (Avena barbata), yellow star thistle
(Centaurea solstitialis), medusahead (Elymus caput-medusae), and Italian thistle (Carduus
pycnocephalus).

Mixed Oak Woodland
A total of 37.82 acres of mixed oak woodland habitat occurs within the majority of the Study Area.
The mixed oak woodland consists of approximately 12.72 acres on-site and approximately 25.1
acres off-site. The vegetative community is composed primarily of an overstory of interior live oak
(Quercus wislizeni) and blue oak (Quercus douglasii) trees. The main understory comprises species
described in the annual grassland community.

Oak-Foothill Pine Woodland
A total of 1.08 acres of oak-foothill pine woodland habitat occurs within the Study Area. The
vegetative community is comprised primarily of an overstory of foothill pine (Pinus sabiniana) and
a few scattered interior live oak and tree of heaven (Ailanthus altissima) trees. The main understory
comprises a scattered shrub layer of coyote brush (Baccharis pilularis), Himalayan blackberry
(Rubus armeniacus), and a short herbaceous layer of species described in the annual grassland
community.

Urban (Roads)
A total of 0.92-acre of urban (road) areas occurs within the Study Area. The urban road area is
associated with Clark Tunnel Road. The community includes minimal vegetation coverage and is
similar in composition to the annual grassland community.

Aquatic Resources
Aquatic resources, including three non-vernal pool seasonal wetlands, occur within the project site’s
footprint in the Study Area (see Figure 6-3). Caperton Canal exists within the Study Area, but lies
outside of the project’s footprint. Each are discussed in further detail below.
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Figure 6-2
The Ridge Study Area Biological Communities
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Figure 6-3
The Ridge On-Site Aquatic Resources Delineation
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Non-Vernal Pool Seasonal Wetlands
Three depressional non-vernal pool seasonal wetlands totaling 0.11-acre occur within the annual
grassland habitat in the southwest and southeast portions of the project site’s footprint (see Figure
6-3). The features were dry at the time of the site survey, which was conducted September 11
and 12, 2018. Vegetation associated with the wetlands include Italian rye grass (Festuca
perennis), slender oat, medusahead, and ripgut grass. Portions of two non-vernal pool seasonal
wetlands totaling 0.25-acre occur within the mixed oak woodland habitat within the northern
southwest portions of the MSFB, as generally shown in Figure 6-2. Vegetation associated with
the latter features is similar to those described for seasonal wetlands within the impact footprint.

Caperton Canal
Caperton Canal is a cement-lined canal that is managed by PCWA. Water flows in a general
northeast to southwest direction towards the Caperton Reservoir, approximately 1.4 miles
southwest of the Study Area. Caperton Canal occurs, in general, within the center of the Study
Area along the border of the MSFB. Vegetation does not exist within Caperton Canal.

Special-Status Species
Special-status species are species that have been listed as threatened or endangered under the
Federal Endangered Species Act (FESA), California Endangered Species Act (CESA), or are of
special concern to federal resource agencies, the State, or private conservation organizations. A
species may be considered special-status due to declining populations, vulnerability to habitat
change, or restricted distributions. A description of the criteria and laws pertaining to specialstatus classifications is described below. Special-status plant species may meet one or more of
the following criteria:






Plants listed or proposed for listing as threatened or endangered under the FESA (50
Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] Section 17.12 for listed plants and various notices in
the Federal Register for proposed species);
Plants that are candidates for possible future listing as threatened or endangered under
the FESA (64 CFR 205, October 25, 1999; 57533-57547);
Plants listed or proposed for listing by the State of California as threatened or endangered
under the CESA (14 California Code of Regulations [CCR] 670.5);
Plants that meet the definitions of rare or endangered species under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15380); or
Plants considered by the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) to be “rare, threatened,
or endangered” in California (Lists 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, and 3 species in CNPS [2001]).

All plants appearing on CNPS Rank 1 or 2 are considered to meet CEQA Guidelines Section
15380 criteria. According to CNPS, CRPR 4 taxa do not clearly meet CEQA standards and
thresholds for impact considerations.6 Nevertheless, some level of CEQA review is justified for
CRPR 4 taxa, and under some circumstances, a full impact analysis is warranted. Taxa that can
be shown to meet the criteria for endangered, rare, or threatened status under CEQA Section
15380(d) or that can be shown to be regionally rare or unique as defined in CEQA Section
15125(c) must be fully analyzed in a CEQA document. Four CNPS List 4 plant species have the
potential to occur within the project site. As will be discussed below, with the exception of
Brandegee’s clarkia, very limited distribution data exists for these species; thus, it is difficult to
6

California Native Plant Society. Technical Memorandum: Considerations for Including CRPR 4 Plant Taxa in CEQA
Biological Resource Impact Analysis. Adopted January 21, 2020.
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determine whether these species warrant consideration under CEQA according to Section
15380(d) and the reasons set forth in CNPS’ January 2020 Technical Memorandum
(“Considerations for Including CRPR 4 Plant Taxa in CEQA Biological Resource Impact
Analysis”). Out of an abundance of caution, three of the four CNPS List 4 species are treated as
special-status for purposes of this analysis (Humboldt lily, streambank spring beauty, and valley
brodiaea).
Special-status wildlife species may meet one or more of the following criteria:








Wildlife listed as threatened or endangered, or proposed as candidates for listing by the
United State Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) or National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) under the FESA (50 CFR 17.11 for listed wildlife and various notices in the
Federal Register for proposed species);
Wildlife listed or proposed for listing by the State of California as threatened and
endangered under the CESA (14 CCR 670.5);
Wildlife that meet the definitions of rare or endangered species under CEQA Guidelines
Section 15380;
Wildlife species of special concern (SSC) to the California Department of Fish and Wildlife
(CDFW);
Wildlife species that are fully protected in California (California Fish and Game Code
[CFGC], Section 3511 [birds], 4700 [mammals], and 5050 [reptiles and amphibians]);
and/or
Covered species under the PCCP.

Several species of plants and animals within California have low populations, limited distributions,
or both. Such species may be considered “rare” and are vulnerable to extirpation as the State’s
human population grows and the habitats these species occupy are converted to agricultural and
urban uses. As described below, State and federal laws have provided the CDFW and the
USFWS with a mechanism for conserving and protecting the diversity of plant and animal species
native to the State. A number of native plants and animals have been formally designated as
threatened or endangered under State and federal endangered species legislation. Others have
been designated as “candidates” for such listing. Still others have been designated as “species
of special concern” by the CDFW. In addition, the CNPS has developed a set of lists of native
plants considered rare, threatened, or endangered. Collectively, these plants and animals are
referred to as “special-status species.”

Listed and Special-Status Plant Species
According to the records search conducted as part of the BRA, 28 special-status plant species
have the potential to occur on or in the vicinity of the Study Area. Based on field observations and
literature review (detailed further in this chapter under the Method of Analysis subsection), 10
special-status plant species were determined to have the potential to occur in the Study Area.
The species that is considered to have a high potential to occur in the Study Area includes bigscale balsamroot. Species that are considered to have a low potential to occur in the Study Area
include: Ahart’s dwarf rush, Butte County fritillary, dwarf downingia, dubious pea, Humboldt lily,
oval-leaved viburnum, Red Hills soaproot, streambank spring beauty, and valley brodiaea.
The following discussions provides further details of the 10 special-status plant species with
potential to occur on-site (see also Table 6-1). Appendix B of the BRA (included as Appendix E
to this EIR) lists all 28 special-status plant species with potential to occur in the vicinity of the
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Study Area. The following set of criteria was used to determine the potential for special-status
plant and wildlife species to occur within the Study Area:





Present: Species known to occur within the Study Area based on California Natural
Diversity Database (CNDDB) records and/or observed within the Study Area during the
biological surveys;
High: Species known to occur within or in the vicinity of the Study Area (based on CNDDB
records within five miles and/or based on professional expertise specific to the Study Area
or species), and suitable habitat exists within the Study Area;
Low: Species known to occur in the vicinity of the Study Area and marginal habitat exists
within the Study Area; or species is not known to occur in the vicinity of the Study Area,
but suitable habitat exists in the Study Area; or
None: Species is not known to occur within or in the vicinity of the Study Area and suitable
habitat does not exist within the Study Area; or the species was surveyed for during the
appropriate season with negative results; or the Study Area occurs outside the known
elevation or geographic ranges.

Big-Scale Balsamroot
Big-scale balsamroot (Balsamorhiza macrolepis var. macrolepis) is ranked as a CNPS 1B.2
species, which are plants that are rare, threatened or endangered in California and elsewhere.
The plant is a perennial herb found sometimes in serpentine soils within chaparral, cismontane
woodland, and valley and foothill grassland habitats from 295 feet to 5,102 feet above MSL. The
identification period for the species is from March through June. One documented CNDDB record
is located within five miles of the Study Area. The mixed oak woodland within the Study Area
provides habitat for the species. This species was not observed within the Study Area during the
site surveys. However, the survey was conducted outside of the evident and identifiable period
for the species. Big-scale balsamroot has a high potential for occurrence within the Study Area.

Ahart’s Dwarf Rush
Ahart’s dwarf rush (Juncus leiospermus var. ahartii) is ranked as a CNPS 1B.2 species. The plant
is an annual herb found in mesic areas within valley and foothill grasslands from 98 feet to 751
feet above MSL. The identification period for the species is from March through May. The CNDDB
does not include documented records for the species within five miles of the Study Area. The nonvernal pool seasonal wetlands within the annual grassland in the Study Area provide suitable
habitat for this species. The species was not observed within the Study Area during the site
surveys; however, the survey was conducted outside of the evident and identifiable period for the
species. Ahart’s dwarf rush has a low potential for occurrence within the Study Area.
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Table 6-1
Special-Status Species with Potential to Occur within the Project Site
Scientific Name
(Common Name)

Balsamorhiza macrolepis
var. macrolepis
Big-scale balsamroot

Juncus leiospermus var.
ahartii
Ahart’s dwarf rush

Downingia pusilla
Dwarf downinigia

Viburnum ellipticum
Oval-leaved viburnum

Chlorogalum grandiflorum
Red Hills soaproot
Fritillaria eastwoodiae
Butte County fritillary

Federal
Status

--

--

--

--

State
Status

CNPS 1B

CNPS 1B

CNPS 2B

CNPS 2B

--

CNPS 1B

--

CNPS 3

Habitat Requirements
Plants
Perennial herb sometimes found on
serpentinite soil in chaparral, cismontane
woodland, and valley and foothill grassland
from 90 to 1,555 meters in elevation.
Annual herb found in mesic areas in valley
and foothill grassland from 30 to 229 meters
in elevation.

An annual herb found in mesic areas within
valley and foothill grassland and vernal pool
habitats from 1 to 445 meters in elevation.

A perennial deciduous shrub found within
chaparral, cismontane woodland, and lower
montane coniferous forests from 215 to
1,400 meters in elevation.
Perennial bulbiferous herb sometimes found
on serpentinite and gabbroic soil in
chaparral, cismontane woodland, lower
coniferous forests from 245 to 1,690 meters
in elevation.
A perennial bulbiferous herb found
sometimes in serpentinite soils within
chaparr al, cismontane woodland, and
openings of lower montane coniferous
(Continued on next page)

Potential for Occurrence
High. The mixed oak woodland and
annual grassland within the Study Area
provides habitat for the species. One
known CNDDB occurrence for the
species is located within five miles of the
Study Area (CDFW 2020).
Low. The seasonal wetlands within the
annual grassland in the Study Area
provide habitat for the species. There are
no documented CNDDB records for this
species within five miles of the Study Area
(CDFW 2020).
Low. The seasonal wetlands within the
annual grassland in the Study Area provide
habitat for the species. There are no
documented CNDDB records for this
species within five miles of the Study Area
(CDFW 2020).
Low. The mixed oak woodland and foothill
pine within the Study Area provide habitat
for the species. There are no documented
CNDDB records for this species within five
miles of the Study Area (CDFW 2020).
Low. The mixed oak woodland and foothill
pine within the Study Area provide habitat
for the species. There are no documented
CNDDB records of this species within five
miles of the Study Area (CDFW 2020).
Low. The mixed oak woodland within the
Study Area provides suitable habitat for the
species. There are no documented
CNDDB records for this species within five
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Table 6-1
Special-Status Species with Potential to Occur within the Project Site
Scientific Name
(Common Name)
Lathyrus sulphureus var.
argillaceus
Dubious pea
Lilium humboldtii ssp.
humboldtii
Humboldt lily
Claytonia parviflora ssp.
grandiflora
Streambank spring beauty

Brodiaea rosea ssp. vallicola
Valley brodiaea

Desmocerus californicus
dimorphus
Valley elderberry longhorn
beetle

Federal
Status

State
Status

--

CNPS 3

--

--

--

FT

CNPS 4.2

CNPS 4.2

CNPS 4.2

--

Habitat Requirements
forests from 50 to 1,500 meters in elevation.
A perennial herb found within cismontane
woodland, and upper and lower montane
coniferous forests from 150 to 930 meters in
elevation.
Perennial bulbiferous herb found in
openings in chaparral, cismontane
woodland, lower montane coniferous forest
from 90 to 1,280 meters in elevation.
An annual herb found on rocky soil in
cismontane woodland from 250 to 1,200
meters in elevation.
Perennial bulbiferous herb found on silty,
sandy, and gravelly loam on old alluvial
terraces within swales in valley and foothill
grassland and vernal pools from 10 to 335
meters.
Invertebrates
Sole hosts are elderberry (Sambucus sp.)
shrubs typically associated with riparian
areas. The species is known from portions
of the Central Valley of California. The
species has an elevational range limit of
500 f eet above MSL (USFWS).

Potential for Occurrence
miles of the Study Area (CDFW 2020).
Low. The mixed oak woodland within the
Study Area provides suitable habitat for the
species. There are no documented
CNDDB records for this species within five
miles of the Study Area (CDFW 2020).
Low. The mixed oak woodland within the
Study Area provides suitable habitat for the
species. There are no documented
CNDDB records for this species within five
miles of the Study Area (CDFW 2020).
Low. The mixed oak woodland within the
Study Area provides suitable habitat for the
species. There are no documented
CNDDB records for this species within five
miles of the Study Area (CDFW 2020).
Low. The Study Area provides suitable
habitat for the species within mesic
topographical folds in the annual
grassland. There are no documented
CNDDB records for this species within five
miles of the Study Area (CDFW 2020).
Low. One elderberry shrub with exit holes
was observed within the Study Area during
the September 12, 2018 biological survey.
Because the shrub is isolated, occurs
above 500 feet and outside of a riparian
zone, the shrub provides marginal habitat
for the species within the Study Area. One
known CNDDB occurrence for the species
is located within five miles of the Study
Area (CDFW 2020).

(Continued on next page)
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Table 6-1
Special-Status Species with Potential to Occur within the Project Site
Scientific Name
(Common Name)

Federal
Status

State
Status

Andrena subapasta
Andrenid bee

--

CSA

Bombus morrisoni
Morrison bumble bee

Bombus occidentalis
Western bumble bee

Spea hammondii
Western spadefoot

--

--

--

CSA

CSA

CSC

Habitat Requirements
Found in grassland habitats within El
Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, and San
Joaquin counties. Ground nesters that will
be underground from summer, fall and
winter and emerge in early spring to forage
and pollinate early bloomers, such as
willows, maples, violets and other early
blooming wildflowers.
Inhabits open dry scrub where it nests
underground, in structures and on grass
hummocks. Nests are often underground,
abandoned rodent nests or above ground in
tufts of grass, old bird nests, rock piles or
cavities in dead trees. Associated food
plants include Asclepias, Astragalus,
Chrysothamnus, Cirsium, Ericameria,
Helianthus, Melilotus, and Senecio.
Found in open grassy areas, urban parks
and gardens, chaparral and shrub areas,
and mountain meadow. Nest underground
in abandoned rodent burrows or other
cavities. Associated food plants include
Ceanothus, Centaurea, Chrysothamnus,
Geranium, Grindellia, Lupinus, Melilotus,
Monardella, Rubus, Solidago, and Trifolium.
Amphibians/Reptiles
Found in a variety of upland habitats,
including lowlands, foothills, grasslands,
open chaparral, and pine-oak woodlands.
Habitat preferences include shortgrass
plains, and sandy or gravelly soils for
burrowing (e.g., alkali flats, washes, alluvial
fans). Fossorial species that
hibernates/aestivates for most of the year
(Continued on next page)

Potential for Occurrence
Low. The burrows and annual grassland
within the Study Area provides suitable
nesting and foraging habitat for the
species.

Low. The burrows and annual grassland
within the Study Area provides suitable
nesting and foraging habitat for the
species.

Low. The burrows and annual grassland
within the Study Area provides suitable
nesting and foraging habitat for the
species.

Low. The seasonal wetlands within the
Study Area provide marginal breeding
habitat and the small underground burrows
throughout the mixed oak woodland and
annual grassland provide upland habitat
for the species.
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Table 6-1
Special-Status Species with Potential to Occur within the Project Site
Scientific Name
(Common Name)

Buteo swainsoni
Swainson’s hawk

Federal
Status

--

State
Status

CT

Elanus leucurus
White-tailed kite

PT

CFP

Ammodramus savannarum
Grasshopper sparrow

--

CSC

--

CSC

Circus cyaneus
Northern harrier

Habitat Requirements
underground. Breeds temporary rain pools,
and slow-moving streams (e.g., areas
flooded by intermittent streams), and other
artificial bodies of water as long as
surrounding habitat is not developed or
irrigated for agricultural purposes.
Birds
Nests peripherally to Valley riparian
systems lone trees or groves of trees in
agricultural fields. Most commonly used
nest trees in Central Valley include valley
oak, Fremont cottonwood, walnut, and large
willows, and occasionally eucalyptus, pine
and redwood trees. Forages in row, hay and
grain agricultural crops, especially postharvest when prey is easy to observe.
Inhabit savanna, open woodlands, marshes,
desert grassland, partially cleared lands and
cultivated fields. Nests in trees, often near a
marsh in savanna, open woodland, partially
cleared lands, and cultivated fields.
Foraging occurs within ungrazed or lightlygrazed fields and pastures.
Frequents dense, dry, or well drained
grassland. Nests at base of overhanging
clump of grass. The species is known from
Los Angeles, Mendocino, Orange, Placer,
Sacramento, San Diego, San Luis Obispo,
Solano, and Yuba counties.
Found in coastal scrub, Great Basin
grassland, marsh and swamp, riparian
scrub, valley and foothill grassland, wetland.
Nests and forages in grasslands, from salt
grass in desert sink to mountain cienagas.
(Continued on next page)

Potential for Occurrence

Low. The mixed oak woodland within the
Study Area provides potential nesting
habitat. The project footprint does not
provide suitable foraging habitat although
suitable foraging habitat is located to the
north and west of the project footprint.

High. The mixed oak woodland within
the Study Area provides suitable nesting
habitat and the annual grassland
provides foraging habitat for the species.
One known CNDDB occurrence for the
species is located within five miles of the
Study Area (CDFW 2020).
High. The annual grassland, and mixed
oak woodland within the Study Area
provide habitat for the species. One known
CNDDB occurrence for the species is
located within five miles of the Study Area
(CDFW 2020).
High. The annual grassland within the
Study Area provides habitat for the
species.
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Table 6-1
Special-Status Species with Potential to Occur within the Project Site
Scientific Name
(Common Name)

Progne subis
Purple martin

Federal
Status

--

State
Status

CSC

Habitat Requirements
Nests on ground in shrubby vegetation
usually at marsh edge; nests built of a large
mound of sticks in wet areas.
Nests in wide variety of open and partly
open habitats that are often near water or
around towns. Nests in tree cavities,
abandoned woodpecker holes, crevices in
rocks, and sometimes in bird houses or
gourds put up by humans.

Potential for Occurrence

High. The trees within the mixed oak
woodland in the Study Area provides
nesting habitat for the species.

Status Codes:
BCC - USFW Birds of Conservation Concern; CCE - CDFW Candidate Endangered; CCT - CDFW Candidate Threatened; CE - CDFW Endangered; CFP - CDFW Fully
Protected; CNPS – California Native Plant Society Rare Plant Rank; 1B – Rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere; 2B - Rare, threatened, or
endangered in California but more common elsewhere; 3 - Plants about which more information is needed; 4 - Plants of limited distribution; CR - Critically Endangered;
CSA - CDFW Special Animals List; CSC - CDFW Species of Concern; CT - CDFW Threatened; FD - Federally Delisted; FE - Federally Endangered; FSC - Federal Species
of Concern; FT - Federally Threatened; PT - USFW Proposed Threatened.
Source: Helix Environmental Planning. The Ridge Biological Resources Assessment. March 2021.
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Butte County Fritillary
Butte County fritillary (Fritillaria eastwoodiae) is ranked as a CNPS 3.2 species, which are plants
on a review list that require more information. The plant is a perennial bulbiferous herb found
occasionally in serpentine soil within openings of chaparral, cismontane woodland, and lower
montane coniferous forest from 164 feet to 4,921 feet above MSL. The identification period for
the species is from March through June. The CNDDB does not include documented records for
the species within five miles of the Study Area. The mixed oak woodland within the Study Area
provides habitat for this species. The species was not observed within the Study Area during the
site surveys. However, the survey was conducted outside of the evident and identifiable period
for the species. Butte County fritillary has a low potential for occurrence within the Study Area.

Dubious Pea
Dubious pea (Lathyrus sulphureus var. argillaceus) is ranked as a CNPS 3 species. The plant is
a perennial herb found in cismontane woodland and montane coniferous forests from 165 feet to
1,020 feet above MSL. The identification period for the species is from April to May. The CNDDB
does not include documented records for the species within five miles of the Study Area. The
mixed oak woodland within the Study Area provides habitat for this species. The species was not
observed within the Study Area during the site surveys. However, the survey was conducted
outside of the evident and identifiable period for the species. Dubious pea has a low potential for
occurrence within the Study Area.

Dwarf Downingia
Dwarf downingia (Downingia pusilla) is ranked as a CNPS 2B.2 species, which are plants that are
rare, threatened or endangered in California, but are more common elsewhere. The plant is an
annual herb found in mesic areas within vernal pools and valley and foothill grassland from three
feet to 1,460 feet above MSL. The identification period for the species is from March through
June. The CNDDB does not include documented records for the species within five miles of the
Study Area. The non-vernal pool seasonal wetlands within the annual grassland within the Study
Area provide suitable habitat for the species. The species was not observed within the Study Area
during the site surveys. However, the survey was conducted outside of the evident and identifiable
period for the species. Dwarf downingia has a low potential for occurrence within the Study Area.

Humboldt Lily
Humboldt lily (Lilium humboldtii ssp. humboldtii) is a CNPS 4.2 species. The plant is a perennial
bulbiferous herb found in openings of chaparral, cismontane woodland, and lower montane
coniferous forests from 90 feet to 1,280 feet above MSL. The blooming period for the species is
from May through July and sometimes extends into August. The CNDDB does not include
documented records for the species within five miles of the Study Area. The mixed oak woodland
within the Study Area provides habitat for the species. The species was not observed within the
Study Area during the site surveys. However, the survey was conducted outside of the evident
and identifiable period for the species. Humboldt lily has a low potential to occur within the Study
Area.

Oval-Leaved Viburnum
Oval-leaved viburnum (Viburnum ellipticum) is ranked as a CNPS 2B.3 species. The plant is a
perennial deciduous shrub found in cismontane woodland, lower montane coniferous forest, and
chaparral from 705 feet to 4,600 feet above MSL. The identification period for the species is from
May through June. The CNDDB does not include documented records for the species within five
miles of the Study Area. The mixed oak woodland within the Study Area provides habitat for the
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species. The species was not observed within the Study Area during the site surveys. However,
the survey was conducted outside of the evident and identifiable period for the species. Ovalleaved viburnum has a low potential for occurrence within the Study Area.

Red Hills Soaproot
Red Hills soaproot (Chlorogalum grandiflorum) is ranked as a CNPS 1B.2 species. It is a perennial
bulbiferous herb often found on gabbro, serpentine, or other soils in chaparral, cismontane
woodland, and lower montane coniferous forest from 800 to 4,070 feet (245 to 1,240 meters)
above MSL. The identification period for this species is from May through June. There are no
documented CNDDB occurrences within five miles of the Study Area (CDFW 2021). The nearest
documented occurrence is approximately 11.9 miles from the Study Area. The mixed oak
woodland within the Study Area provides suitable habitat for this species although the Study Area
does not contain serpentinite and gabbroic soils that is often associated with this species. This
species was not observed within the Study Area during the September 11 and 12, 2018 biological
surveys. However, the survey was conducted outside of the evident and identifiable period for
this species. Given the lack of CNDDB records in the immediate vicinity of the Study Area and a
lack of preferred soil types for this species, Red Hills soaproot has a low potential for occurrence
within the Study Area.

Streambank Spring Beauty
Streambank spring beauty (Claytonia parviflora ssp. grandiflora) is ranked as a CNPS 4.2
species. The plant is an annual herb found in rocky habitat within cismontane woodland from 820
feet to 3,937 feet above MSL. The identification period for the species is from February through
May. The CNDDB does not include documented records for the species within five miles of the
Study Area. The mixed oak woodland within the Study Area provides habitat for the species. The
species was not observed within the Study Area during the site surveys. However, the survey was
conducted outside of the evident and identifiable period for the species. Streambank spring
beauty has a low potential for occurrence within the Study Area.

Valley Brodiaea
Valley brodiaea (Brodiaea rosea ssp. vallicola) is ranked as a CNPS 4.2 species. The plant is a
perennial bulbiferous herb found on silty, sandy, and gravelly loam on old alluvial terraces within
swales in valley and foothill grassland and vernal pools from 33 feet to 1,099 feet above MSL.
The identification period for the species is from April through May, sometimes extending into June.
The CNDDB does not include documented records for the species within five miles of the Study
Area. Valley brodiaea has a low potential for occurrence within the Study Area.

Listed and Special-Status Wildlife Species
According to the records search conducted as part of the BRA, 36 special-status wildlife species
have the potential to occur on-site or in the vicinity of the Study Area. Based on field observations
and literature review (detailed further in this chapter under the Method of Analysis subsection),
10 of the 36 special-status wildlife species were determined to have the potential to occur in the
Study Area (see Table 6-1). Species that are considered to have a high potential to occur include
various migratory bird species. Species that are considered to have a low potential to occur
include Swainson’s hawk, western spadefoot, andrenid bee, Morrison bumble bee, valley
elderberry longhorn beetle (VELB), and western bumble bee.
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The following discussions provide further details of the 10 special-status wildlife species with
potential to occur on-site. Appendix B of the BRA (included as Appendix E of this EIR) lists all 36
special-status wildlife species with potential to occur in the vicinity of the Study Area.

Andrenid Bee
The andrenid bee (Andrena subapasta) is on the California Special Animals List as designated
by CDFW. The species is found in grassland habitats within El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, and
San Joaquin counties. Andrenid bees are ground nesters, and will typically stay underground
through summer, fall, and winter and emerge in spring to forage on blooming flowers. They are
among the first bees to emerge in the spring and will often pollinate willows, maples, violets, and
other early blooming wildflowers. The CNDDB does not include documented records for the
species within five miles of the Study Area.
Small burrows present within the Study Area provide nesting habitat. The annual grassland within
the Study Area provides suitable foraging and nesting habitat for the species. The species was
not observed on-site during the biological survey. The species has a low potential to occur within
the Study Area.

Morrison Bumble Bee
The Morrison bumble bee (Bombus morrisoni) is on the California Special Animals List as
designated by CDFW. The species often nests underground, in abandoned rodent nests, but also
above ground in open dry scrub habitat in tufts of grass, old bird nests, rock piles, or cavities in
dead trees. Plants that the species is associated with include milkweed (Asclepias sp.), milkvetch
(Astragalus sp.), rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus sp.), thistle (Cirsium sp.), goldenbush (Ericameria
sp.), sunflower (Helianthus sp.), sweetclover (Melilotus sp.), and ragwort (Senecio sp.). The
CNDDB does not include documented records for the species within five miles of the Study Area.
Small burrows present within the Study Area provide nesting habitat and the annual grassland
and food plants (e.g., thistle) identified within the Study Area provide suitable foraging habitat for
the species. The species was not observed on-site during the biological survey. The species has
low potential to occur within the Study Area.

Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle
VELB (Desmocerus californicus dimorphus) is a federally-threatened species and is a PCCP
covered species. The beetle depends on elderberry (Sambucus sp.) shrubs for the species’ entire
lifecycle. Adults are typically active from March through May during the flowering period of the
elderberry shrub. The female lays eggs on the leaves and stems of the elderberry shrub. The
larvae emerge within a few days and burrow into the elderberry stem. The larvae feed on the stem
pith until they pupate. When the host shrub begins flowering, the pupa emerges from the stem as
an adult. VELB require elderberry stems with at least one-inch diameter at ground level (DGL) in
order for the larvae to utilize the stems. VELB are usually found on elderberry shrubs within
riparian plant communities, which include California sycamore (Platanus racemosa), willow (Salix
spp.), blackberry (Rubus sp.), and western poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum). Multiple
elderberry shrubs clumped together provide superior habitat for VELB, while isolated elderberry
shrubs are less likely to support VELB populations. Historically, the range of VELB includes the
American, the San Joaquin, and Sacramento Rivers and their tributaries up to approximately
3,000 feet above MSL. Current USFWS guidance states that VELB are typically not found above
500 feet in elevation. One CNDDB record exists for VELB documented within five miles of the
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Study Area. The documented occurrence is located approximately 1.10 miles southwest of the
Study Area.
A single elderberry shrub was documented within the Study Area, but outside the boundaries of
the project site (see Figure 6-2). The elderberry shrub featured several stems with diameters
ranging from less than one inch up to five inches. Approximately six stems were observed with
potential exit holes. The observed holes in the stems could have potentially been created by
invertebrates other than VELB. Because the elderberry shrub is isolated, outside of a riparian
zone, and located above an elevation of 500 feet, the elderberry shrub provides marginal habitat
for VELB. Therefore, the species has a low potential to occur within the Study Area.

Western Bumble Bee
The western bumble bee (Bombus occidentalis) is on the California Special Animals List as
designated by CDFW. The species is found in open grassy areas, urban parks and gardens,
chaparral and shrub areas, and mountain meadows. The species nests underground in
abandoned rodent burrows or other cavities. Plants that the species is associated with include
ceanothus (Ceanothus sp.), thistle (Centaurea sp.), rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus sp.), geranium
(Geranium sp.), gumplant (Grindelia sp.), lupine (Lupinus sp.), sweetclover, monardella
(Monardella sp.), blackberry (Rubus sp.), goldenrod (Solidago sp.), and clover (Trifolium sp.). The
CNDDB does not include documented records for the species within five miles of the Study Area.
Small burrows present within the Study Area provide nesting habitat and the annual grassland
and food plants (i.e., thistle, ceanothus, blackberry, and clover) identified within the Study Area
provides suitable foraging habitat for the species. The species was not observed on-site during
the biological survey. The species has a low potential to occur within the Study Area.

Nesting Birds and Raptors
Avian species forage and nest in a variety of habitats throughout the County. The trees within the
mixed oak woodland and the annual grassland within the Study Area provide nesting and foraging
habitat for protected birds. Protected migratory birds identified to potentially occur within the Study
Area include grasshopper sparrow (Ammodramus savannarum), northern harrier (Circus
hudsonius), purple martin (Progne subis), and white-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus). The CNDDB
includes one documented occurrence for grasshopper sparrow and one occurrence for whitetailed kite within five miles of the Study Area. While the CNDDB does not include a documented
occurrence for purple martin within five miles of the Study Area, migratory birds occupy a wide
range of territories as long as the territories offer suitable nesting and foraging habitat, such as
the habitats present within the Study Area.

Swainson’s Hawk
Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsoni) is a California threatened species and is a covered species
under the PCCP. The hawk migrates from the species’ wintering grounds in the La Pampas
Region in Argentina to the species’ breeding grounds in western North America, including the
Central Valley of California, from early March through early April. Within breeding grounds,
Swainson’s hawk prefer open habitats, including mixed and short grass grasslands, with scattered
trees or shrubs for perching; dry grasslands; irrigated meadows; and edges between two habitat
types. Breeding occurs from late March to late August, peaking in late May through July. In the
Central Valley, Swainson’s hawk nest in stands with few trees in juniper-sage flats, riparian
woodlands, and oak woodlands. The species nests in close proximity to suitable foraging habitat,
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which can be located within a 10-mile radius of an active nesting site. Swainson’s hawk leave
their breeding grounds to return to their wintering grounds in late August or early September.
CNDDB occurrences have not been recorded within five miles of the Study Area; however, six
CNDDB occurrences with identified active nests exist within 10 miles of the Study Area (CDFW
2020). The nearest occurrence is approximately 6.18 miles to the west of the Study Area. The
species was not observed within the Study Area during the biological survey. However, the site
visits were conducted when the species would not be expected to be present within the Study
Area, due to fall migration patterns. The trees within the mixed oak woodland habitat provide
potential nesting habitat and the annual grassland habitat in the valley to the north and east of
the project footprint provides potential foraging habitat for the species. Annual grassland within
the Study Area is composed of small patches within larger patches of oak woodland. The mosaic
of small openings of annual grassland and oak woodland is not ideal for Swainson’s hawks that
typically forage in open grasslands and agricultural fields. In addition, the project site is located
on the far eastern edge of the known range of the species. Areas to the west and north of the
Study Area provide more suitable foraging habitat for the species as such areas contain more
open habitat with more scattered woodlands. Therefore, the species has a low potential to nest
within the Study Area but would not be expected to forage within the Study Area.

Western Spadefoot
Western spadefoot (Spea hammondii) is a California Species of Special Concern. The species
occurs throughout the Central Valley and on the coast from Point Conception south to the Mexican
border. The species occurs from sea level up to 4,500 feet above MSL, in the southern Sierra
foothills. Western spadefoot individuals are most commonly found in grassland habitats with
temporary pools of water, but they have also been found in open chaparral and valley-foothill
pine-oak woodlands. The species spends most of the year underground, where they seek refuge
from desiccation through constructing and residing in small burrows. The species often breeds in
temporary pools and quiet streams between the months of October and May, depending on
rainfall. The CNDDB does not include documented records for the species within five miles of the
Study Area.
The species was not observed within the Study Area during the biological survey. The small
burrows throughout the mixed oak woodland and annual grassland provide aestivation habitat
and non-vernal pool seasonal wetlands could provide marginal potential breeding habitat for the
species. Therefore, the species has a low potential to occur within the Study Area.

Trees
Including the MSFB, the Study Area includes a total of 88 significant oak trees, which are defined
by the County as oak trees with a trunk diameter at breast height (DBH) greater than 24 inches
or multi-trunked oak trees with a total circumference greater than 72 inches (23-inch diameter) at
ground level (see Figure 6-4). Minus the MSFB, 46 significant trees exist within the Study Area.
While major tree removal within the MSFB is not expected, impacts could still result to trees and
oak woodland within the MSFB, if deemed necessary to minimize crown overlap. It is noted that
the significant trees indicated by blue circles in Figure 6-4 represent trees within the MSFB that
were surveyed in 2014, whereas significant trees indicated by green circles represent trees within
the proposed subdivision boundaries that were surveyed in 2018.
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Figure 6-4
The Ridge Study Area Oak Woodland and Significant Trees Locations
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6.3

REGULATORY CONTEXT

A number of federal, State, and local policies provide the regulatory framework that guides the
protection of biological resources. The following discussion summarizes those laws that are most
relevant to biological resources in the vicinity of the project site.

Federal Regulations
The following are the federal environmental laws and policies relevant to biological resources.

Federal Endangered Species Act
The U.S. Congress passed the FESA in 1973 to protect species that are endangered or
threatened with extinction. FESA is intended to operate in conjunction with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) to help protect the ecosystems upon which endangered and
threatened species depend. FESA prohibits the “take” of endangered or threatened wildlife
species. “Take” is defined to include harassing, harming, pursuing, hunting, shooting, wounding,
killing, trapping, capturing, or collecting wildlife species or any attempt to engage in such conduct
(FESA Section 3 [3], [19]). Harm is further defined to include significant habitat modification or
degradation that results in death or injury to listed species by significantly impairing behavioral
patterns (50 CFR Section 17.3). Harass is defined as actions that create the likelihood of injury to
listed species to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns (50 CFR
Section 17.3). Actions that result in take can result in civil or criminal penalties.
For federally listed species covered under the PCCP, the Biological Opinion issued by the
USFWS for the PCCP provides take coverage for covered projects under the PCCP that may
impact federally listed species that are covered species under the PCCP. No further consultation
is required as long as the covered project complies with PCCP requirements. For federally listed
species that are not covered species under the PCCP, take coverage is required as outlined
below.
In the context of the proposed project, FESA consultation with USFWS or the NMFS would be
initiated if development resulted in take of a threatened or endangered species not covered under
the PCCP or if issuance of a Section 404 permit or other federal agency action could result in
take of an endangered species not covered under the PCCP or adversely modify critical habitat
of such a species.

Migratory Bird Treaty Act
Raptors (birds of prey), migratory birds, and other avian species are protected by a number of
state and federal laws. The federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) prohibits the killing,
possessing, or trading of migratory birds except in accordance with regulations prescribed by the
Secretary of Interior. Section 3503.5 of the CFGC states, “It is unlawful to take, possess, or
destroy any birds in the order Falconiformes or Strigiformes (birds-of-prey) or to take, possess,
or destroy the nest or eggs of any such bird except as otherwise provided by the code or any
regulation adopted pursuant thereto.”

Clean Water Act
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) regulates discharge of dredged or fill material into
waters of the United States under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA). “Discharge of fill
material” is defined as the addition of fill material into Waters of the U.S., including but not limited
to the following: placement of fill that is necessary for the construction of any structure, or
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impoundment requiring rock, sand, dirt, or other material for the construction; site-development
fills for recreational, industrial, commercial, residential, and other uses; causeways or road fills;
and fill for intake and outfall pipes and sub-aqueous utility lines (33 CFR Section 328.2[f]). In
addition, Section 401 of the CWA (Title 33 of U.S. Code [USC], Section 1341) requires any
applicant for a federal license or permit to conduct any activity that may result in a discharge of a
pollutant into waters of the United States to obtain a certification that the discharge will comply
with the applicable effluent limitations and water quality standards.
Waters of the United States include a range of wet environments such as lakes, rivers, streams
(including intermittent streams), mudflats, sandflats, wetlands, sloughs, and wet meadows.
Wetlands are defined as “those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater
at a frequency and duration sufficient to support and under normal circumstances do support, a
prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions” (33 CFR Section
328.3[b]).
Furthermore, Jurisdictional Waters of the United States can be defined by exhibiting a defined
bed and bank and ordinary high-water mark (OHWM). The OHWM is defined by the USACE as
“that line on shore established by the fluctuations of water and indicated by physical character of
the soil, destruction of terrestrial vegetation, the presence of litter and debris, or other appropriate
means that consider the characteristics of the surrounding areas” (33 CFR Section 328.3[e]).
For covered projects under the PCCP, impacts to 404 jurisdictional waters are addressed under
the County Aquatic Resources Program (CARP) which allows a streamlined 404 permitting
process for covered activities under the PCCP that will result in impacts to aquatic resources
subject to Section 404 jurisdiction.

State Regulations
The following are the State environmental laws and policies relevant to biological resources.

California Department of Fish and Wildlife
CDFW administers a number of laws and programs designed to protect fish and wildlife resources
under the CFGC, such as CESA (CFGC Section 2050, et seq.), Fully Protected Species (CFGC
Section 3511) and the Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement Program (CFGC Sections 1600
to 1616). Such regulations are summarized in the following sections.

California Endangered Species Act
The State of California enacted CESA in 1984. CESA is similar to the FESA but pertains to Statelisted endangered and threatened species. CESA requires State agencies to consult with CDFW
when preparing CEQA documents to ensure that the State lead agency actions do not jeopardize
the existence of listed species. CESA directs agencies to consult with CDFW on projects or
actions that could affect listed species, directs CDFW to determine whether jeopardy would occur,
and allows CDFW to identify “reasonable and prudent alternatives” to the project consistent with
conserving the species. Agencies can approve a project that affects a listed species if they
determine that “overriding considerations” exist; however, the agencies are prohibited from
approving projects that would result in the extinction of a listed species.
As with FESA, for covered projects that may impact State-listed species under CESA that are
also covered species under the PCCP, direct consultation with CDFW for State-listed take
authorization is not required as long as the covered project complies with PCCP requirements.
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For projects that may result in take of State-listed species that are not PCCP covered species,
CESA directs agencies to consult with CDFW on projects or actions that could affect listed
species, directs CDFW to determine whether jeopardy would occur and allows CDFW to identify
“reasonable and prudent alternatives” to the project consistent with conserving the species. CESA
allows CDFW to authorize exceptions to the State’s prohibition against take of a listed species if
the "take" of a listed species is incidental to carrying out an otherwise lawful project that has been
approved under CEQA (CFGC Section 2081).

California Fish and Game Codes
A number of species have been designated “fully protected” species under Sections 5515, 5050,
3511, and 4700 of the CFGC, but are not listed as endangered (Section 2062) or threatened
(Section 2067) species under CESA. Except for take related to scientific research, all take of fully
protected species is prohibited. The CFGC defines take as “hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill,
or attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill.”
Birds of prey are protected in California under provisions of the CFGC Section 3503.5 (1992),
which states, “it is unlawful to take, possess, or destroy any birds in the order Falconiformes or
Strigiformes (birds of prey) or to take, possess, or destroy the nest or eggs of any such bird except
as otherwise provided by this code or any regulation adopted pursuant thereto.” Construction
disturbance during the breeding season could result in the incidental loss of fertile eggs or
nestlings, or otherwise lead to nest abandonment. Disturbance that causes nest abandonment
and/or loss of reproductive effort is considered “taking” by CDFW.

Lake or Streambed Alteration Program
The CDFW is responsible for conserving, protecting, and managing California’s fish, wildlife, and
native plant resources. To meet this responsibility, the CFGC Section 1602, requires notification
to CDFW of any proposed activity that may substantially modify a river, stream, or lake.
Notification is required by any person, business, state or local government agency, or public utility
that proposes an activity that will:




substantially divert or obstruct the natural flow of any river, stream or lake;
substantially change or use any material from the bed, channel, or bank of any river,
stream, or lake; or
deposit or dispose of debris, waste, or other material containing crumbled, flaked, or
ground pavement where it may pass into any river, stream, or lake.

For the purposes of Section 1602, rivers, streams and lakes must flow at least intermittently
through a bed or channel. If notification is required and CDFW believes the proposed activity is
likely to result in adverse harm to the natural environment, the CDFW will require that the parties
enter into a Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement.

CDFW Species of Special Concern
In addition to formal listings under FESA and CESA, plant and wildlife species receive additional
consideration during the CEQA process. Species that may be considered for review are included
on a list of “Species of Special Concern” developed by CDFW. Species whose numbers,
reproductive success, or habitat may be threatened are tracked by CDFW in California.
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Native Plant Protection Act
The Native Plant Protection Act (NPPA) was enacted in 1977 and allows the Fish and Game
Commission to designate plants as rare or endangered. Currently 64 species, subspecies, and
varieties of plants that are protected as rare under the NPPA. The NPPA prohibits take of
endangered or rare native plants, but includes some exceptions for agricultural and nursery
operations, emergencies, and after properly notifying CDFW for vegetation removal from canals,
roads, and other sites, changes in land use, and in certain other situations.

Regional Water Quality Control Board
Any action requiring a CWA Section 404 permit, or a Rivers and Harbors Act Section 10 permit,
must also obtain a CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification. The State of California Water
Quality Certification (WQC) Program was formally initiated by the State Water Resources Control
Board (SWRCB) in 1990 under the requirements stipulated by Section 401 of the federal CWA.
Although the CWA is a federal law, Section 401 of the CWA recognizes that states have the
primary authority and responsibility for setting water quality standards. In California, under Section
401, the State and Regional Water Quality Control Boards (RWQCBs) are the authorities that
certify that issuance of a federal license or permit does not violate California’s water quality
standards (i.e., that they do not violate Porter-Cologne and the Water Code). The WQC Program
currently issues the WQC for discharges requiring USACE’s permits for fill and dredge discharges
within waters of the U.S., and also implements the State's wetland protection and
hydromodification regulation program under the Porter Cologne Water Quality Control Act.
On April 2, 2019, the SWRCB adopted a State Wetland Definition and Procedures for Discharges
of Dredged or Fill Material to Waters of the State (Procedures), for inclusion in the forthcoming
Water Quality Control Plan for Inland Surface Waters, Enclosed Bays, and Estuaries of California
Plan. The Procedures consist of four major elements: (1) a wetland definition; (2) a framework for
determining if a feature that meets the wetland definition is a water of the State; (3) wetland
delineation procedures; and (4) procedures for the submittal, review, and approval of applications
for WQCs and Waste Discharge Requirements (WDR) for dredge or fill activities. The State Office
of Administrative Law (OAL) approved the Procedures on August 28, 2019, and the Procedures
became effective May 28, 2020.
Under the Procedures and the State Water Code (Water Code Section 13050[e]), “waters of the
State” are defined as “any surface water or groundwater, including saline waters, within the
boundaries of the state.” Unless excluded by the Procedures, any activity that could result in
discharge of dredged or fill material to waters of the State, which includes waters of the U.S. and
non-federal waters of the State, requires filing of an application under the Procedures.
The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (Porter-Cologne Act, Water Code Section 13000
et seq.) is California’s statutory authority for the protection of water quality in conjunction with the
federal CWA. The Porter-Cologne Act requires the SWRCB and RWQCBs under the CWA to
adopt and periodically update water quality control plans, or basin plans. Basin plans are plans in
which beneficial uses, water quality objectives, and implementation programs are established for
each of the nine regions in California. The Porter-Cologne Act also requires dischargers of
pollutants or dredged or fill material to notify the RWQCBs of such activities by filing Reports of
Waste Discharge and authorizes the SWRCB and RWQCBs to issue and enforce waste
discharge requirements, National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits,
Section 401 water quality certifications, or other approvals.
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Local Regulations
The following are the local environmental laws and policies relevant to biological resources.

Placer County Conservation Program
On September 1, 2020, Placer County adopted the PCCP, which is a Habitat Conservation Plan
(HCP) under the Federal Endangered Species Act and a Natural Community Conservation Plan
(NCCP) under the California Natural Community Conservation Planning Act. The PCCP includes
the CARP to issue permits related to the CWA and the CFGC.
As a permittee under the PCCP, Placer County can transfer take authorization to private entities
conducting activities covered by this Plan and under their jurisdiction. Covered Activities are
generally any actions undertaken in the Plan Area by or under the authority of the Permittees that
may affect Covered Species or covered natural communities. The area proposed for permit
coverage under the HCP/NCCP has two main parts and associated subcomponents. The Ridge
project site is within Plan Area A, which is the main focus of the HCP/NCCP and where all future
growth and most of the Covered Activities will take place. Plan Area A is covered by a
comprehensive permit and is comprised of the City of Lincoln plus all unincorporated lands within
western Placer County: approximately 210,000 acres, or roughly five-sixths of western Placer
County.
The Foothills portion of Plan Area A, within which the project site is located, comprises the
unincorporated communities along the Interstate 80 corridor, the unincorporated Auburn area,
and the northern Foothills that support most of the woodland communities in the Plan Area. The
Foothills portion comprises approximately 109,134 acres.
The PCCP addresses 14 Covered Species and several Covered Natural Communities, and
includes conservation measures to protect all 14 Covered Species and their habitats. Avoidance
and minimization measures are set forth in Chapter 6 of the PCCP, and are intended to ensure
that adverse effects on Covered Species and natural communities are avoided and minimized.
Applicants are required to obtain a signed Certificate of PCCP Authorization form from Placer
County for potential impacts to terrestrial and aquatic habitats. During the local impact
authorization process, impact fees are calculated utilizing land cover data. Fees can include Land
Conversion fees and Aquatic/Wetland Special Habitat fees.
The proposed project would participate in the PCCP for incidental take coverage and mitigation
for effects to waters of the U.S. and state, as well as oak woodlands.

Placer County General Plan
The Placer County General Plan biological resource policies that are applicable to the proposed
project are presented below:

Water Resources
Goal 6.A

To protect and enhance the natural qualities of Placer County's rivers, streams,
creeks and groundwater.
Policy 6.A.1

The County shall require the provision of sensitive habitat buffers
which shall, at a minimum, be measured as follows: 100 feet from the
centerline of perennial streams, 50 feet from centerline of intermittent
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streams, and 50 feet from the edge of sensitive habitats to be
protected, including riparian zones, wetlands, old growth woodlands,
and the habitat of special status, threatened or endangered species
(see discussion of sensitive habitat buffers in Part I of this Policy
Document). Based on more detailed information supplied as a part
of the review for a specific project or input from state or federal
regulatory agency, the County may determine that such setbacks are
not applicable in a particular instance or should be modified based
on the new information provided. The County may, however, allow
exceptions, such as in the following cases:
1. Reasonable use of the property would otherwise be denied;
2. The location is necessary to avoid or mitigate hazards to the
public;
3. The location is necessary for the repair of roads, bridges,
trails, or similar infrastructure; or
4. The location is necessary for the construction of new roads,
bridges, trails, or similar infrastructure where the County
determines there is no feasible alternative and the project has
minimized environmental impacts through project design and
infrastructure placement.
Policy 6.A.3

The County shall require development projects proposing to
encroach into a stream zone or stream setback to do one or more of
the following, in descending order of desirability:
a) Avoid the disturbance of riparian vegetation;
b) Replace all functions of the existing riparian vegetation (onsite, in-kind);
c) Restore another section of stream (in-kind);
d) Restore another section of stream (in-kind); and/or
e) Pay a mitigation fee for in-kind restoration elsewhere (e.g.,
mitigation banks).

Policy 6.A.4

Where stream protection is required or proposed, the County should
require public and private development to:
a) Preserve stream zones and stream setback areas through
easements or dedications. Parcel lines (in the case of a
subdivision) or easements (in the case of a subdivision or
other development) shall be located to optimize resource
protection. If a stream is proposed to be included within an
open space parcel or easement, allowed uses and
maintenance responsibilities within that parcel or easement
should be clearly defined and conditioned prior to map or
project approval;
b) Designate such easement or dedication areas (as described
in a. above) as open space;
c) Protect stream zones and their habitat value by actions such
as: 1) providing an adequate stream setback, 2) maintaining
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creek corridors in an essentially natural state, 3) employing
stream restoration techniques where restoration is needed to
achieve a natural stream zone, 4) utilizing riparian vegetation
within stream zones, and where possible, within stream
setback areas, 5) prohibiting the planting of invasive, nonnative plants (such as Vinca major and eucalyptus) within
stream zones or stream setbacks, and 6) avoiding tree
removal within stream zones;
d) Provide recreation and public access near streams
consistent with other General Plan policies;
e) Use design, construction, and maintenance techniques that
ensure development near a creek will not cause or worsen
natural hazards (such as erosion, sedimentation, flooding, or
water pollution) and will include erosion and sediment control
practices such as: 1) turbidity screens and other
management practices, which shall be used as necessary to
minimize siltation, sedimentation, and erosion, and shall be
left in place until disturbed areas; and/or are stabilized with
permanent vegetation that will prevent the transport of
sediment off site; and 2) temporary vegetation sufficient to
stabilize disturbed areas.
f) Provide for long-term stream zone maintenance by providing
a guaranteed financial commitment to the County which
accounts for all anticipated maintenance activities.
Policy 6.A.5

The County shall continue to require the use of feasible and practical
best management practices (BMPs) to protect streams from the
adverse effects of construction activities and urban runoff and to
encourage the use of BMPs for agricultural activities.

Wetland and Riparian Areas
Goal 6.B

To protect wetland communities and related riparian areas throughout Placer
County as valuable resources.
Policy 6.B.1

The County shall support the "no net loss" policy for wetland areas
regulated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, and the California Department of Fish and Wildlife.
Coordination with these agencies at all levels of project review shall
continue to ensure that appropriate mitigation measures and the
concerns of these agencies are adequately addressed.

Policy 6.B.2

The County shall require new development to mitigate wetland loss
in both federal jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional wetlands to
achieve "no net loss" through any combination of the following, in
descending order of desirability: (1) avoidance; (2) where avoidance
is not possible, minimization of impacts on the resource; or (3)
compensation, including use of a mitigation and conservation
banking program that provides the opportunity to mitigate impacts to
special status, threatened, and endangered species and/or the
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habitat which supports these species in wetland and riparian areas.
Non-jurisdictional wetlands may include riparian areas that are not
federal “waters of the United States” as defined by the Clean Water
Act.
Policy 6.B.3

The County shall discourage direct runoff of pollutants and siltation
into wetland areas from outfalls serving nearby urban development.
Development shall be designed in such a manner that pollutants and
siltation will not significantly adversely affect the value or function of
wetlands.

Policy 6.B.4

The County shall strive to identify and conserve remaining upland
habitat areas adjacent to wetlands and riparian areas that are critical
to the survival and nesting of wetland and riparian species.

Policy 6.B.5

The County shall require development that may affect a wetland to
employ avoidance, minimization, and/or compensatory mitigation
techniques. In evaluating the level of compensation to be required
with respect to any given project, (a) on-site mitigation shall be
preferred to off-site, and in-kind mitigation shall be preferred to outof-kind; (b) functional replacement ratios may vary to the extent
necessary to incorporate a margin of safety reflecting the expected
degree of success associated with the mitigation plan; and (c)
acreage replacement ratios may vary depending on the relative
functions and values of those wetlands being lost and those being
supplied, including compensation for temporal losses. Consideration
shall be given to out-of-kind compensatory mitigation for wetland
impacts when larger landscape-level goals and objectives may be
met by doing so. The County shall continue to implement and refine
criteria for determining when an alteration to a wetland is considered
a less-than significant impact under CEQA.

Fish and Wildlife Habitat
Goal 6.C

To protect, restore, and enhance habitats that support fish and wildlife species so
as to maintain populations at viable levels.
Policy 6.C.1

The County shall identify and protect significant ecological resource
areas and other unique wildlife habitats critical to protecting and
sustaining wildlife populations. Significant ecological resource
areas include the following:
a) Wetland areas including vernal pools.
b) Stream zones.
c) Any habitat for special status, threatened, or endangered
animals or plants.
d) Critical deer winter ranges (winter and summer), migratory
routes and fawning habitat.
e) Large areas of non-fragmented natural habitat, including
blue oak woodlands, valley foothill and montane riparian,
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valley oak woodlands, annual grasslands, and vernal
pool/grassland complexes.
f) Identifiable wildlife movement zones, including but not
limited to, non-fragmented stream environment zones,
avian mammalian migratory routes, and known
concentration areas of waterfowl within the Pacific Flyway.
g) Important spawning and rearing areas for anadromous fish.
h) Habitat necessary to protect and recover populations of the
Covered Species identified in the Placer County
Conservation Program.
Policy 6.C.2

The County shall require development in areas known to have
particular value for wildlife to be carefully planned and, where
possible, located so that the reasonable value of the habitat for
wildlife is maintained.

Policy 6.C.3

The County shall encourage the control of residual pesticides to
prevent potential damage to water quality, vegetation, fish, and
wildlife.

Policy 6.C.4

The County shall encourage private landowners to adopt sound fish
and wildlife habitat management practices, as recommended by
California Department of Fish and Wildlife officials, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, the National Marine Fisheries Service, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the Placer County Resource
Conservation District.

Policy 6.C.6

The County shall support programs that preserve the habitats of
threatened, endangered, and/or other special status species
including the implementation of the Placer County Conservation
Program. Where County acquisition and maintenance is not
practicable or feasible, federal and state agencies, as well as other
resource conservation organizations, shall be encouraged to
acquire and manage endangered species' habitats.

Policy 6.C.7

The County shall support the maintenance of suitable habitats for
all indigenous species of wildlife, without preference to game or
non-game species, through maintenance of habitat diversity.

Policy 6.C.9

The County shall require new private or public developments to
preserve and enhance existing riparian habitat unless public safety
concerns require removal of habitat for flood control or other
essential public purposes (See Policy 6.A.1.). In cases where new
private or public development results in modification or destruction
of riparian habitat the developers shall be responsible for acquiring,
restoring, and enhancing at least an equivalent amount of like
habitat within or near the project area.

Policy 6.C.11 Prior to approval of discretionary development permits involving
parcels within a significant ecological resource area, the County
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shall require, as part of the environmental review process, a biotic
resources evaluation of the sites by a wildlife biologist, the
evaluation shall be based upon field reconnaissance performed at
the appropriate time of year to determine the presence or absence
of special status, threatened, or endangered species of plants or
animals. Such evaluation will consider the potential for significant
impact on these resources, and will identify feasible measures to
mitigate such impacts or indicate why mitigation is not feasible. In
approving any such discretionary development permit, the decisionmaking body shall determine the feasibility of the identified
mitigation measures and whether the approval affects the viability
of County, state or federal conservation programs that seek to
protect the significant ecological resource areas.
Significant ecological resource areas shall, at a minimum, include
the following:
a) Wetland areas including vernal pools.
b) Stream zones.
c) Any habitat for special status, threatened or endangered
animals or plants.
d) Critical deer winter ranges (winter and summer), migratory
routes and fawning habitat.
e) Large areas of non-fragmented natural habitat, including
blue oak woodlands, valley foothill and montane riparian,
valley oak woodlands, annual grasslands, vernal
pool/grassland complexes habitat.
f) Identifiable wildlife movement zones, including but not
limited to, non-fragmented stream environment zones,
avian and mammalian migratory routes, and known
concentration areas of waterfowl within the Pacific Flyway.
g) Important spawning and rearing areas for anadromous fish.
h) Habitat necessary to protect and recover populations of the
Covered Species identified in the Placer County
Conservation Program.
Policy 6.C.12 The County shall cooperate with, encourage, and support the plans
of other public agencies to acquire fee title or conservation
easements to privately-owned lands in order to preserve important
wildlife corridors and to provide habitat protection of California
Species of Concern and state or federally listed threatened, or
endangered plant and animal species, or any species listed in an
implementing agreement for a habitat conservation plan and natural
communities conservation plan such as the Placer County
Conservation Program.
Policy 6.C.13 The County shall support and cooperate with efforts of other local,
state, and federal agencies and private entities engaged in the
preservation and protection of significant biological resources from
incompatible land uses and development. Significant biological
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resources include endangered or threatened species and their
habitats, wetland habitats, wildlife migration corridors, and locally
important species/communities.

Vegetation
Goal 6.D

To preserve and protect the valuable vegetation resources of Placer County.
Policy 6.D.1

The County shall encourage landowners and developers to
preserve the integrity of existing terrain and natural vegetation in
visually-sensitive areas such as hillsides, ridges, and along
important transportation corridors.

Policy 6.D.2

The County shall require developers to use native and compatible
non-native species, especially drought-resistant species, to the
extent possible in fulfilling landscaping requirements imposed as
conditions of discretionary permits or for project mitigation.

Policy 6.D.3

The County shall support the preservation of outstanding areas of
natural vegetation, including, but not limited to, oak woodlands,
riparian areas, vernal pools, and habitat necessary to protect and
recover populations of the Covered Species identified in the Placer
County Conservation Program.

Policy 6.D.4

The County shall ensure that landmark trees and major groves of
native trees are preserved and protected. In order to maintain these
areas in perpetuity, protected areas shall also include younger
vegetation with suitable space for growth and reproduction.

Policy 6.D.5

The County shall require that new development preserve natural
woodlands to the maximum extent possible.

Policy 6.D.6

The County shall ensure the conservation of sufficiently large,
continuous expanses of vegetation that provides suitable habitat
for maintaining abundant and diverse wildlife including habitat
necessary to protect and recover populations of the Covered
Species identified in the Placer County Conservation Program.

Policy 6.D.7

The County shall support the management of wetland and riparian
plant communities for passive recreation, groundwater recharge,
nutrient catchment, and wildlife habitats. Such communities shall be
restored or expanded, where possible.

Policy 6.D.8

The County shall require that new development preserve natural
woodlands to the maximum extent possible.

Policy 6.D.9

The County shall require that development on hillsides be limited to
maintain valuable natural vegetation, especially forests and open
grasslands, and to control erosion.
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Policy 6.D.10 The County shall encourage the planting of native trees, shrubs,
and grasslands in order to preserve the visual integrity of the
landscape, provide habitat conditions suitable for native wildlife,
and ensure that a maximum number and variety of well-adapted
plants are maintained.
Policy 6.D.11 The County shall support the continued use of prescribed burning,
mastication, chipping, and other methods to mimic the effects of
natural fires to reduce fuel loads and associated fire hazard to
human residents and to enhance the health of biotic communities.
Policy 6.D.14 The County shall require that new development avoid, as much as
possible, ecologically-fragile areas (e.g., areas of rare or
endangered species of plants, riparian areas). Where feasible,
these areas should be protected through public acquisition of fee
title or conservation easements to ensure protection.

Open Space for the Preservation of Natural Resources
Goal 6.E

To preserve and enhance open space lands to maintain the natural resources of
the County.
Policy 6.E.1

The County shall support the preservation and enhancement of
natural land forms, natural vegetation, and natural resources as
open space to the maximum extent feasible. The County shall
permanently protect, as open space, areas of natural resource
value, including wetlands, riparian corridors, unfragmented
woodlands, and floodplains.

Policy 6.E.2

The County shall require that new development be designed and
constructed to preserve the following types of areas and features
as open space to the maximum extent feasible:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Policy 6.E.3

High erosion hazard areas;
Scenic and trail corridors;
Streams, riparian vegetation;
Wetlands;
Significant stands of vegetation;
Wildlife corridors;
Any areas of special ecological significance
Habitat necessary to sustain protect and recover
populations of the Covered Species identified in the Placer
County Conservation Program.

The County shall support the conservation of open space and
natural areas that are interconnected and of sufficient size to protect
biodiversity, sustain viable populations, accommodate wildlife
movement, and sustain ecosystems. In particular, lands within the
Placer County Conservation Program Plan Area that meet these
criteria are a priority for conservation.
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Placer County Woodland Conservation Ordinance
The Placer County Woodland Conservation Ordinance (Chapter 19, Article 50, of the Placer
County Municipal Code) regulates the encroachment of construction activities into protected
zones of protected trees and the removal of any protected trees. According to the Placer County
Woodland Conservation Ordinance, a protected tree is defined as any landmark tree or tree
requiring a tree permit. According to the County’s Municipal Code, landmark trees are a tree or
grove of trees designated by resolution of the Board of Supervisors to be of historical or cultural
value, an outstanding specimen, an unusual species and/or of significant community benefit. Tree
permits are required for any development activities within the protected zone (diameter of the
longest limb plus one foot) of any tree, as defined in the code, on public or private land. Activities
which could harm, destroy, kill or remove any protected tree must be authorized by a tree permit
or be permitted pursuant to approval of a discretionary project. Protected trees are defined by the
County’s Municipal Code as any tall woody plant native to California with a single stem or trunk
at least six inches’ DBH (54 inches above grade at the base of a tree), or a tall woody plant with
a multiple trunk with an aggregate of at least ten inches DBH. In addition, the Placer County
Woodland Conservation Ordinance prohibits the removal of landmark trees, trees located in
designated Tree Preservation Zones, and trees within riparian areas. The County also requires
replacement of removed trees to the satisfaction of the Planning Services Division. In the project
area, tree impacts are fully mitigated pursuant to the Placer County Conservation Program (i.e.,
through payment of land conversion fee).
Exemptions to the Placer County Woodland Conservation Ordinance include:







6.4

Foothill pines (Pinus sabiniana);
Trees damaged and determined to be of immediate danger;
Trees that pose a fire danger, fire hazard, or conflicting with fire department activities;
Trees grown for commercial tree removal or agricultural purposes; and
Trees identified by an arborist, forester, or landscape architect as: (1) “dying” or
“unhealthy”; (2) dead trees; or (3) trees that are in a hazardous condition presenting an
immediate danger to health and property. In this report, trees assessed with a dead, poor
health, poor vigor, poor or fair-poor structure rating were considered exempt.

IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

The following section describes the standards of significance and methodology used to analyze
and determine the proposed project’s potential impacts related to biological resources. In addition,
a discussion of the project’s impacts, as well as mitigation measures where necessary, is also
presented.

Standards of Significance
Consistent with Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, the County’s General Plan, and professional
judgment, a significant impact would occur if the proposed project would result in the following:



Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS;
Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the CDFW or
USFWS;
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Have a substantial adverse effect on State or federally protected wetlands (including, but
not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological
interruption, or other means;
Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the
use of native wildlife nursery sites;
Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a
tree preservation policy or ordinance;
Conflict with the provisions of an adopted HCP, NCCP, or other approved local, regional,
or State habitat conservation plan;
Substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community, substantially reduce the number of or restrict the range of an endangered,
rare, or threatened species; or
Have a substantial adverse effect on the environment by converting oak woodlands.

Method of Analysis
The information contained in the analysis is primarily based on the BRA, ARDR, and Arborist
Report prepared by HELIX Environmental Planning, Inc.

Biological Resource Assessment
Special-status species considered as part of the BRA’s analysis were based on queries of the
CNDDB, the USFWS, and CNPS ranked species for the Gold Hill U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
quadrangle and the eight surrounding quadrangles (Auburn, Camp Far West, Lake Combie,
Lincoln, Pilot Hill, Rocklin, Roseville, and Wolf). In addition, the analysis incorporated information
from the PCCP and associated biological technical reports.
Subsequent to review of information from the aforementioned queries, a biological field survey of
the Study Area was conducted on September 11 and 12, 2018. The project site’s footprint within
the Study Area was systematically surveyed on foot, using binoculars to identify birds and other
animal species, with special attention given to identifying the portions of the Study Area with the
potential for supporting special-status species and sensitive habitats. Although the MSFB was not
included as part of the survey, existing biological data collected during previous surveys of the
larger La Faille Ranch property north of the project site was used to assess the MSFB’s potential
for supporting special-status species. During the field survey, biologists recorded observed plant
and wildlife species and characterized biological communities occurring on the site.
Following the field survey, the potential for each species identified in the records search to occur
in the Study Area was determined based on the field survey, soils, and species-specific
information.

Aquatic Resources Delineation Report
The Aquatic Resources Delineation was prepared in accordance with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual (1987) utilizing the three-parameter (vegetation,
hydrology, and soils) methodology to delineate aquatic resources. The purpose of the USACE
Manual is to provide users with guidelines and methods to determine whether an area is a wetland
for purposes of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. The Arid West Regional Supplement was
also used in conjunction with the USACE Manual for applications in the Arid West Region. Where
differences in the two documents occur, the Supplement takes precedence over the USACE
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Manual. The Arid West Region consists of all or significant portions of 11 states, including
California (USACE 2008). The region is differentiated from other surrounding areas by having a
predominantly dry climate and long summer dry season. Vegetation characteristics of the Arid
West Region include little to no forest cover consisting of mainly annual grasslands, shrublands,
hardwood savannas, deciduous woodlands, and pinyon/juniper woodlands. The Arid West
Supplement was used for the Study Area, because it is located in the Mediterranean California
Land Resource Region (LRR C), which is characterized by warm, wet winters and dry summers.
The three-parameter methodology requires the collection of data on soils, vegetation, and
hydrology at several locations to establish the jurisdictional boundary of wetlands. Additional
methods to identify and delineate other waters of the U.S. (e.g., streams, drainages, lakes) were
used as applicable. The method typically used for delineation of non-wetland waters of the U.S.
is the delineation of the OHWM.
An analysis of historic and recent aerial photographs, topographic maps, and soils survey data
was conducted before delineating the Study Area on September 11, 2018, between approximately
8:00 AM and 2:00 PM. The temperature during the delineation was in the mid-80s. The most
recent measurable precipitation occurred months prior to the delineation. As part of the
delineation, the entire Study Area was visually inspected and representative data points were
collected within potential wetland areas and corresponding uplands. Correlations were developed
between the three parameters (vegetation, hydrology, and soils) to make wetland determinations.
Specifically, plots at data point locations were evaluated to determine the composition and
identification of dominant plant species. The soils were examined for hydric soil indicators. Hydric
soil indicators are described in the Field Indicators of Hydric Soils in the U.S., Version 7.0 (U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service, 2010 and 2015).
Observations were made and recorded for both primary and secondary wetland hydrology
indicators, if present.

Arborist Report
The Arborist Report and Oak Woodland Inventory was conducted within the Study Area on
September 11 and 12, 2018 to identify the extent of oak woodlands and to inventory all significant
trees. Oak woodland was initially mapped using ArcMap 10.5 aerial imagery and field-verified
during the survey. The Study Area was systematically surveyed on foot to ensure total search
coverage. All existing trees within the project site’s footprint, the MSFB, and the surrounding 50foot buffer were closely examined to determine species and DBH. A diameter tape or calipers
were used to verify each trunk diameter. The measurement from the trunk to the end of the longest
lateral limb of each inventoried tree was visually estimated and used as the dripline radius (DLR).
Recommendations for removal or suitability for preservation were noted for each inventoried tree.

Project-Specific Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The following discussion of impacts related to biological resources is based on implementation of
the proposed project in comparison to existing conditions and the standards of significance
presented above.

6-1

Impacts to special-status plant species either directly (e.g.,
threaten to eliminate a plant community) or through
substantial habitat modifications. Based on the analysis
below and with implementation of mitigation, the impact is
less than significant.
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The proposed project would include subdivision of the 24.95-acre project site to
develop 34 single-family residential homes, connection to public utilities, a gated
private two-way residential street, and other associated improvements, which,
depending upon timing of BRSP Phase 2, could include limited off-site improvements
to a 400-foot-long segment of Bickford Ranch Road to extend utilities services and
complete access to the project site. Based on field observations and literature review,
the BRA concluded 10 special-status plant species have the potential to occur in the
56.6-acre Study Area, which encompasses the project site. The species with high
potential to occur includes big-scale balsamroot. Species with low potential to occur
on-site include Ahart’s dwarf rush, Butte County Fritillary, dwarf downingia, dubious
pea, Humboldt lily, oval-leaved viburnum, Red Hills soaproot, streambank spring
beauty, and valley brodiaea.
With respect to big-scale balsamroot (high potential to occur on-site), the species was
not observed during the field survey.7 However, as the survey was conducted outside
of the evident and identifiable period for the species, the BRA found that the species
still has a high potential to occur in the Study Area, particularly given the suitable onsite habitat that exists.
For the remaining nine special-status plant species, which the BRA concluded have
low potential to occur within the Study Area, with the exception of Red Hills soaproot
(Rank 1B.2), the remainder have not been documented per the CNDDB as having
occurred within five miles of the Study Area (Red Hills soaproot has five documented
CNDDB occurrences within five miles of the Study Area). However, suitable habitat
exists within the Study Area to support each species. While the plant species with low
potential to occur were not observed during the field survey, because the survey was
conducted outside of the evident and identifiable period for each species, the BRA
concluded the possibility of the species existing within the project site could not be
ruled out.
With respect to the MSFB specifically, one special-status plant species has a high
potential to occur – big-scale balsamroot (blooms March through June). A number of
other special-status plant species have a low potential of occurring within the MSFB,
including Ahart’s dwarf rush (blooms March through May), Butte County fritillary,
(blooms March through June), dubious pea (blooms April through May), dwarf
downingia (blooms March through May), Humboldt lily (blooms May through August),
oval-leaved viburnum (blooms May through June), Red Hills soaproot (blooms May
through June), and streambank spring beauty blooms (February through May). As
7

Brandegee’s clarkia, a CNPS List 4 species, also has a high potential to occur within the project site. This species
has a total of 89 occurrences within the California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) because this species was
previously classified as a CRPR 1B species by CNPS. Of those 89 CNDDB records, 22 records are recorded within
Placer County. There are 79 recorded specimens of this species within the Consortium of California Herbaria
(CCH). Of those 79 records, 30 records are documented from Placer County. Additionally, there are 166
documented occurrences within CalFlora, of which 33 occur within Placer County. This species appears to be well
distributed throughout western Placer County, and in adjacent counties within similar elevations and vegetation
communities as those found within The Ridge property based on available database records. This species is not
included on BLM, USFWS, or USFS sensitive species lists. Based on a review of the available information on this
species’ distribution and this species not being included on BLM, USFWS, or USFS lists, it would likely not warrant
consideration for inclusion in a project-specific CEQA analysis for The Ridge unless on-site populations were to
exhibit unusual morphology or occur on unusual substrates.
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indicated above, work within the MSFB would focus on removal of dead and dying
vegetation and trees, removal of understory fuels taller than one foot, and reducing
the height of annual grasslands through grazing or the use of approved hand-held
equipment as required by Mitigation Measure 8-2 (see Action #10) in the Wildfire
chapter of this EIR. These activities would not result in the loss of plant habitat,
because the soil would not be disturbed, and most vegetation would not be entirely
removed.
Based on the above information, if any of the aforementioned special-status plant
species are present within areas of the project site subject to ground disturbance and
construction activities, the species would be subject to impact or removal. Therefore,
impacts related to special-status plant species could be significant.

Mitigation Measure(s)
Implementation of the following mitigation measures would reduce the above potential
impact to a less-than-significant level. In addition, if the applicant secures all approvals
and permits for the project, and elects to proceed ahead of BRSP Phase 2
improvements in order to construct the remaining 400-foot segment of Bickford Ranch
Road to the project’s boundaries, then the applicant will be required to implement
BRSP EIR Mitigation Measure B-G regarding special-status plants, if any improvement
areas are within oak woodland habitat. Mitigation Measure B-G is incorporated into
this EIR as Mitigation Measure 6-1(d) below.
6-1(a)

Prior to ground disturbance, the project applicant shall enlist a qualified
botanist to conduct a botanical survey within project site’s footprint
during the applicable evident and identifiable blooming periods for
special-status plant species having the potential to occur within the
Study Area, including big-scale balsamroot (blooms March through
June), Ahart’s dwarf rush (blooms March through May), Butte County
Fritillary (blooms March through June), dwarf downingia (blooms March
through May), dubious pea (blooms April through May), Humboldt lily
(blooms May through August), oval-leaved viburnum (blooms May
through June), Red Hills soaproot (blooms May through June),
streambank spring beauty (blooms February through May), and valley
brodiaea (blooms April through May). A survey conducted in May shall
satisfy the blooming periods for all of the aforementioned plants. If no
special-status plants are observed, the botanist shall document the
findings in a letter report to the Placer County Community Development
Resource Agency and no additional mitigation measures shall be
required.

6-1(b)

If any of the aforementioned special-status plant species are identified
within areas of potential ground disturbance, they shall be avoided to
the greatest extent feasible, as determined by a qualified botanist. If the
plants cannot be avoided, a mitigation plan shall be prepared in
consultation with the Placer County Community Development
Resource Agency. The plan shall detail the various avoidance and
minimization approaches to ensure no net loss of the special-status
plants, such as transplanting individual plants, transplanting the
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seedbank by way of topsoil salvage to suitable habitat near the project
site but outside of the construction footprint, or use of appropriate
nursery stock. The plan shall include at a minimum: (1) transplantation
procedures success criteria and (2) long-term monitoring protocols
sufficient to verify establishment for plant species subject to mitigation.
6-1(c)

Modified Shaded Fuel Break (MSFB): Prior to ground disturbance
associated with the initial establishment of the MSFB, Mitigation
Measures 6-1(a) and 6-1 (b) shall be implemented. Annual
maintenance of the MSFB through grazing and use of approved handheld equipment is not anticipated to result in ground disturbance.
Ground-disturbing methods shall require prior County approval and
implementation of Mitigation Measures 6-1(a) and 6-1(b) for the
affected area.

6-1(d)

If the applicant proceeds ahead of BRSP Phase 2 improvements in
order to construct the 400-foot segment of Bickford Ranch Road to the
project’s boundaries, then Mitigation Measure B-G from the BRSP EIR
shall be implemented within the portion of Bickford Ranch Road that
would be constructed by The Ridge project, as follows:
Before construction, the Applicant will hire a County-approved
botanist to survey oak woodlands within all proposed
construction areas for big-scale balsamroot, Layne’s ragwort
(Packera layneae), oval-leaved viburnum (Viburnum ellipticum),
and Red Hills soaproot (Chlorogalum grandiflorum). In all areas
of oak woodland that will be graded, a survey should be
conducted between March and May for big-scale balsamroot,
April and August for Layne’s ragwort, May and June for ovalleaved viburnum, and May and June for Red Hills soaproot. If
no special-status plants are identified within construction areas,
no further mitigation is required. However, if one or more
populations are found within proposed construction areas, the
Applicant will implement measures to be developed in
coordination with the CDFW (and USFWS for layne’s ragwort)
to avoid the population, minimize impacts on the population,
and/or compensate for removal of the population. Potential
compensation measures may include avoidance of populations,
where feasible; minimization of impacts on populations;
purchase and preservation of another known population of the
affected species; or attempts to transplant the species to an
undisturbed area within the project site.
Before construction and/or approval of improvement plans, the
Applicant will hire a County-approved botanist to survey oak
woodlands within all proposed construction areas for big-scale.
In all areas of oak woodland that will be graded, a survey should
be conducted between March and May for big-scale
balsamroot. If no special-status plants are identified within
construction areas, no further mitigation is required. However, if
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any special-status plant populations are found within proposed
construction areas, the project biological monitor will evaluate
the significance of the population(s). If any special-status plant
population is too small and isolated to be sustainable, the
impact will be considered less than significant. If any special
status plant population is large enough to be potentially
sustainable, the loss of the population will be considered
significant and the Applicant will implement mitigation. Potential
mitigation measures for the loss of a special-status plant
population include complete avoidance of the population, if
feasible; minimization of the impact, i.e., partial avoidance;
purchase and preservation of another known population of the
affected species; transplantation of the plants or collection and
sowing of the seeds to another on-site location; collection and
sowing of seeds to an off-site location.
The most feasible of these potential mitigation measures for any
California balsamroot population that could not be avoided
would be to transplant or seed the population to an undisturbed
area of open canopied oak woodland or grassy slope on the
site. A recommended location is within the open space
preserve.
If a State or federal listed plant species population is identified
within the proposed construction area, the Applicant will notify
CDFW (for State-listed species) and/or the USFWS (for
federally listed species). CDFW and/or the USFWS may impose
alternative or additional mitigation requirements to the soil
transplantation for impacts to listed species. If alternative
mitigation requirements are imposed, the Applicant will
implement the alternatives in lieu of the proposed soil
transplantation. If additional mitigation requirements are
imposed, the Applicant will implement both the soil
transplantation mitigation and the agency mitigation.

6-2

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly (e.g., cause
a wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels,
threaten to eliminate an animal community) or through
substantial habitat modifications, on western spadefoot.
Based on the analysis below and with implementation of
mitigation, the impact is less than significant.
Western spadefoot is considered a Species of Special Concern by the CDFW, and is
not covered under the PCCP. A search of the CNDDB did not return any records of
western spadefoot within five miles of the Study Area, and the field survey did not
include observations of the special-status species; nevertheless, the BRA concluded
western spadefoot has the potential to occur within the project site, given the on-site
availability of suitable aestivation and breeding habitat for the species.
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Non-vernal pool seasonal wetlands within the southwest and southeast portions of the
project site could provide marginal potential breeding habitat for the species.
Additionally, the small burrows throughout the mixed oak woodland and annual
grassland located throughout the project site provide aestivation habitat within the
project site.
As noted above, three depressional non-vernal pool seasonal wetlands, totaling 0.11acre, occur within the annual grassland habitat in the southwest and southeast
portions of the project site. These wetlands would be impacted during project
development. Additionally, oak woodland and annual grassland is located throughout
the project site. If present, ground disturbance and construction activities could subject
western spadefoot adults, juveniles, and egg masses to injury or mortality.
Two additional non-vernal pool seasonal wetlands, totaling approximately 0.25-acre,
occur within the MSFB’s mixed oak woodland habitat. A low potential exists for western
spadefoot to occur within these seasonal wetlands. The wetlands could provide
marginal breeding habitat, and individuals could use the small burrows located
throughout the annual grasslands and oak woodlands during their dormant periods. If
present during fuel management activities, individuals could be injured or killed.
Based on the above information, impacts to western spadefoot as a result of the
proposed project could be significant.

Mitigation Measure(s)
Implementation of the following mitigation measures would reduce the above potential
impact to a less-than-significant level.
6-2(a)

Prior to any ground-disturbing activities associated with the proposed
project, the project applicant shall enlist a qualified biologist to conduct
a pre-construction survey for western spadefoot within existing suitable
habitat within the Study Area. The survey shall be conducted between
February 1st and March 31st, when western spadefoots are above
ground and identifiable. If no western spadefoots are found within the
Study Area, then a letter report shall be prepared to document the
survey and submitted to the Placer County Community Development
Resource Agency, and no additional mitigation shall be required.
Construction may begin within one-year after the survey is conducted
and construction is not required to start immediately after the survey is
completed.

6-2(b)

If western spadefoots are identified during the focused survey, then
prior to commencement of ground-disturbing activities, a qualified
biologist shall conduct an environmental awareness training for all
construction personnel. The training shall include information on the
identification of special-status species including western spadefoot,
required practices before the start of construction, general measures
that are being implemented to conserve the species as they relate to
the proposed project, penalties for non-compliance, and boundaries of
the Study Area and of the permitted disturbance zones. Supporting
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materials containing training information shall be prepared and
distributed to construction personnel during the training. Upon
completion of training, all construction personnel shall sign a form
stating that they have attended the training and understand all of the
measures. Proof of training completion shall be kept on-file with the
project applicant as well as submitted to the Placer County Community
Development Resource Agency.
6-2(c)

If western spadefoots are identified during the focused survey, a
qualified biologist shall be present on-site during initial ground-clearing
and grading activities for the purpose of relocating any western
spadefoot found within the construction footprint to suitable habitat
away from the construction zone, but within the Study Area. The
biologist shall obtain permission for relocation from CDFW, prior to
relocation of western spadefoots. A brief letter report documenting the
implementation of relocation procedures and results of the relocation
shall be provided to the Placer County Community Development
Resource Agency within 14 days of translocation activities. A copy of
the letter shall be provided to CDFW, if requested.

6-2(d)

Modified Shaded Fuel Break (MSFB): A qualified biologist shall conduct
a survey for western spadefoot between February 1 and March 31 of
the year the MSFB is established and any subsequent year in portions
of the MSFB where fuel maintenance activities other than grazing or
the use of approved hand-held equipment will take place that year.
If western spadefoots are found during the survey, an environmental
training program shall be conducted by a qualified biologist for all
personnel who will be engaged in fuel maintenance that year. The
program shall cover identification of the western spadefoot, steps to
take prior to and during construction, areas to be avoided (if any), and
penalties for non-compliance.
If any western spadefoots are discovered during fuel maintenance, a
qualified biologist shall obtain permission from CDFW to relocate the
individuals, and shall document the relocation in a letter report provided
to the Placer County Community Development Resource Agency within
14 days of translocation activities. A copy of the letter shall be provided
to CDFW, if requested.

6-3

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly (e.g., cause
a wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels,
threaten to eliminate an animal community) or through
substantial habitat modifications, on andrenid bee, Morrison
bumble bee, western bumble bee, and VELB. Based on the
analysis below and with implementation of mitigation, the
impact is less than significant.
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Based on field observations and literature review, the BRA determined a low potential
exists for andrenid bee, Morrison bumble bee, and western bumble bee to occur within
the Study Area. These species are on the California Special Animals List as
designated by CDFW. The records search of the CNDDB did not return recorded
occurrences for any of the bees within five miles of the Study Area, and none of the
species were identified within the Study Area during the field survey. Notwithstanding,
the BRA concluded a low potential exists for each of the bees to occur within the Study
Area, given the availability of suitable habitat. For example, small burrows throughout
the project site’s mixed oak woodland and annual grassland provide nesting habitat
for the bees. However, given that similar habitats and vegetation species are present
immediately adjacent to the Study Area, the proposed project is not expected to have
a significant impact to nesting and foraging habitat for these species and no mitigation
is warranted.
With respect to VELB, the special-status invertebrate is a federally threatened species
and is a covered species under the PCCP. The BRA acknowledged that the species
has been documented per the CNDDB within five miles of the Study Area. The
documented occurrence is located approximately 1.1 miles southwest of the Study
Area. In addition, an elderberry shrub was identified within the Study Area, outside the
the proposed project site’s footprint, within the approximate alignment of Bickford
Ranch Road along the project site’s frontage. The elderberry shrub included several
stems with diameters ranging from less than one inch and up to five inches. VELB
require elderberry stems of at least one-inch diameter at ground level in order for
larvae to use the stems. Approximately six stems were observed with potential exit
holes. However, the BRA noted the observed holes could have potentially been
created by invertebrates other than VELB. Additionally, VELB are usually found on
elderberry shrubs within riparian plant communities, with multiple elderberry shrubs
clumped together providing superior habitat to that of isolated elderberry shrubs, which
are less likely to support VELB populations. Given that the identified elderberry shrub
is isolated, occurs outside of a riparian zone, and is located above an elevation of 500
feet, the BRA found that the shrub provides marginal habitat for VELB. Furthermore,
although VELB is a PCCP covered species, the PCCP only requires surveys for
elderberry shrubs occurring below 650 feet in elevation. As the project site’s elevation
ranges from approximately 700 feet to 800 feet, PCCP avoidance measures for VELB
do not apply to the proposed project.
As previously discussed, the terminus of Bickford Ranch Road after completion of
Phase 1 BRSP improvements will stop short of The Ridge project site, leaving about
400 feet of unpaved roadway between the terminus and the southwestern corner of
The Ridge project site. This 400-foot segment would either be constructed during
commencement of Phase 2 of BRSP, or depending on the timing of BRSP Phase 2,
potentially by The Ridge applicant. The constructing party, be it BRSP or The Ridge,
will be required by the County to implement the adopted BRSP Mitigation Measures
pertaining to VELB. Mitigation Measure B-I of the certified BRSP EIR requires
protection of VELB habitat during construction, or if planned for removal, Mitigation
Measure B-J requires compensation for loss of VELB habitat. As determined in the
BRSP EIR, implementation of the VELB mitigation measures would reduce the impact
to potential VELB habitat to a less-than-significant level.
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Conclusion
Based on the above, while vegetation clearing and ground disturbance associated with
the proposed project could impact potential nesting habitat and foraging vegetation for
the aforementioned special-status bee invertebrates, the BRA determined that
ultimately, the proposed project would not be expected to significantly affect the
species, given that similar habitats and vegetation species are present immediately
adjacent to the Study Area. Additionally, as mentioned, the one elderberry shrub
identified within the Study Area is outside of the proposed project’s footprint and in a
location that would provide only marginal habitat for VELB. Nevertheless, should the
elderberry shrub be impacted during construction of Bickford Ranch Road along the
proposed project’s frontage, implementation of Mitigation Measures B-I and/or B-J of
the BRSP EIR would be required to ensure a significant impact does not occur. The
referenced BRSP mitigation measures are incorporated into this EIR as Mitigation
Measures 6-3(a) below.

Mitigation Measure(s)
Implementation of the following mitigation measures would reduce the above potential
impact to a less-than-significant level.
6-3

If the applicant proceeds ahead of BRSP Phase 2 improvements in
order to construct the 400-foot segment of Bickford Ranch Road to the
project’s boundaries, then Mitigation Measures B-I and/or B-J from the
BRSP EIR shall be implemented within the portion of Bickford Ranch
Road that would be constructed by The Ridge project, as follows:
BRSP MM B-I: For elderberry shrubs that will not be removed
or damaged by the project, the Applicant will protect elderberry
shrubs from inadvertent harm during construction as described
in the USFWS’s VELB mitigation guidelines. The Applicant will:






Fence and flag all areas to be avoided with a minimum
setback of at least 20 feet from the dripline of each
elderberry plant.
Brief contractors on the need to avoid damaging
elderberry plants and the possible penalties for not
complying with these requirements.
Install signs every 50 feet along the edge of the
avoidance areas with the following information, “This
area is habitat of the valley elderberry longhorn beetle,
a threatened species, and must not be disturbed. This
species is protected by the Endangered Species Act of
1973, as amended. Violators are subject to prosecution,
fines, and imprisonment.” The signs should be clearly
readable from a distance of 20 feet and must be
maintained for the duration of construction.
Restore the disturbed area to its original condition.
Provide erosion control and revegetate with appropriate
plant species, if needed.
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The Applicant will provide a written description of how
the core and buffer avoidance areas are to be restored,
protected, and maintained after construction is
completed.

BRSP MM B-J: The Applicant will compensate for direct effects
on VELB habitat associated with the project. This compensation
will be achieved by implementation of the following measures,
as described in the programmatic agreement between USFWS
and the Corps (USFWS, 1996):





Confirm the number of elderberry stems one inch or
greater at ground level that would be affected by the
project development. Any elderberry shrub that has
stems of at least one inch at ground level, and the
project will permanently encroach within 100 feet of the
shrub dripline, will be considered a removed shrub and
will need to be compensated for, except for shrubs
located along existing ranch roads where the multipurpose trail will be aligned.
Determine the VELB units that would need to be
mitigated for the project pursuant to the programmatic
agreement between USFWS and the Corps.
Obtain authorization from USFWS to take VELB that
would be affected by the project. The Project shall
adhere to all conditions the Biological Opinion, as
revised. At a minimum, this shall include purchase of
22.2 beetle conservation credits from a USFWSapproved beetle conservation bank.

Alternatively, Mitigation Measure 6-3 may be replaced with the PCCP’s
VELB avoidance and minimization measures as set forth in the PCCP
implementation document.

6-4

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly (e.g., cause
a wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels,
threaten to eliminate an animal community) or through
substantial habitat modifications, on Swainson’s hawk. Based
on the analysis below, and with implementation of mitigation,
the impact is less than significant.
The BRA’s analysis included an assessment of the potential for Swainson’s hawk, a
California threatened species also covered under the PCCP, to occur within the Study
Area. The BRA noted that the trees within the Study Area’s mixed oak woodland
habitat provide potential nesting habitat for Swainson’s hawk and the annual grassland
habitat in the valley to the north and east of the project site’s footprint provides potential
foraging habitat. However, as the annual grassland within the Study Area is composed
of small patches of grassland within larger patches of oak woodland, such a mosaic of
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small openings of annual grassland and oak woodland is not ideal for Swainson’s
hawks, which typically forage in open grasslands and agricultural fields. Furthermore,
the project site is located on the far eastern edge of the known range of this species,
per the BRA. Areas to the west and north of the Study Area provide more suitable
foraging habitat for the species, as the areas contain more open habitat with more
scattered woodlands. Therefore, the BRA concluded Swainson’s hawk would not be
expected to forage within the Study Area.
As a PCCP covered species, focused nesting surveys for Swainson’s hawk must be
conducted within areas of the PCCP’s Plan Area in the Central Valley. The project site
is located in the foothills, and thus, focused nest surveys for Swainson’s hawk, per
PCCP requirements, would not be required as part of implementing the proposed
project. Nevertheless, in the unlikely event that Swainson’s hawks are nesting within
the Study Area, the County would require the applicant to implement the speciesspecific avoidance and minimization measures for Swainson’s hawk included in the
PCCP.
Based on the above information, project impacts related to Swainson’s hawk could be
significant.

Mitigation Measure(s)
Implementation of the following mitigation measures would reduce the above potential
impact to a less-than-significant level.
6-4

A preconstruction survey shall be conducted within a 1,320-foot radius
of the project no more than 15 days prior to ground disturbance.
Surveys shall be conducted consistent with current guidelines
(Swainson’s Hawk Technical Advisory Committee 2000). In instances
where an adjacent parcel is not accessible to survey, the qualified
biologist shall scan all potential nest trees from the adjacent property,
roadsides, or other safe, publicly accessible viewpoints, without
trespassing, using binoculars and/or a spotting scope. Surveys are
required from February 1 to September 15 (or sooner if it is determined
that birds are nesting earlier in the year). If a Swainson’s hawk nest is
located and presence confirmed, only one follow-up visit is required.
During the nesting season (approximately February 1 to September 15
or sooner if it is determined that birds are nesting earlier in the year),
ground-disturbing activities within 1,320 feet of occupied nests or nests
under construction shall be prohibited to minimize the potential for nest
abandonment. While the nest is occupied, activities outside the buffer
can take place provided they do not stress the breeding pair.
If the active nest site is shielded from view and noise from the project
site by other development, topography, or other features, the project
applicant can apply to the PCA for a reduction in the buffer distance or
waiver. A qualified biologist shall be required to monitor the nest and
determine that the reduced buffer does not cause nest abandonment.
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If a qualified biologist determines nestlings have fledged, Covered
Activities can proceed normally.
Construction monitoring shall be conducted by a qualified biologist and
shall focus on ensuring that activities do not occur within the buffer
zone. The qualified biologist performing the construction monitoring
shall ensure that effects on Swainson’s hawks are minimized. If
monitoring indicates that construction outside of the buffer is affecting
nesting, the buffer shall be increased if space allows (e.g., move
staging areas farther away). If space does not allow, construction shall
cease until the young have fledged from the nest (as confirmed by a
qualified biologist).
The frequency of monitoring will be approved by the PCA and based
on the frequency and intensity of construction activities and the
likelihood of disturbance of the active nest. In most cases, monitoring
will occur at least every other day, but in some cases, daily monitoring
may be appropriate to ensure that direct effects on Swainson’s hawks
are minimized. The qualified biologist shall train construction personnel
on the avoidance procedures and buffer zones.
Active (within the last 5 years) nest trees on a project site shall not be
removed during the nesting season. If a nest tree must be removed (as
determined by the PCA), tree removal shall occur only between
September 15 and February 1, after any young have fledged and are
no longer dependent on the nest and before breeding activity begins.

6-5

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly (e.g., cause
a wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels,
threaten to eliminate an animal community) or through
substantial habitat modifications, on grasshopper sparrow,
northern harrier, purple martin, white-tailed kite, or other
nesting raptors and migratory birds. Based on the analysis
below and with implementation of mitigation, the impact is
less than significant.
Based on field observations and literature review, the BRA concluded implementation
of the proposed project has high potential to impact migratory birds and raptors
protected under the MBTA. The trees associated with the mixed oak woodland and
the annual grassland within the project site provide nesting and foraging habitat for
protected birds. Protected migratory birds identified as having potential to occur within
the project site include grasshopper sparrow, northern harrier, purple martin, and
white-tailed kite. Grasshopper sparrow and white-tailed kite have been documented in
the CNDDB as having occurred within five miles of the Study Area. While purple martin
has not been documented as having occurred within five miles of the Study Area, the
BRA noted that migratory birds can occupy a wide range of territories as long as
suitable nesting and foraging habitat is available. As such, the aforementioned
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protected migratory birds and raptors have a high potential to forage and nest within
the project site.
As previously discussed, native nesting birds, including raptors, are protected by
CFGC Section 3503. Raptors, passerines, non-passerine land birds, and waterfowl
are further protected under the MBTA. The MBTA prohibits the take, possession,
purchase, sale, or bartering of any migratory bird, including feathers or other parts,
nests, eggs, or products, except as allowed by implementing regulations. All migratory
bird species are protected by the MBTA. Any disturbance that causes direct injury,
death, nest abandonment, or forced fledging of migratory birds, is restricted under the
MBTA. Any removal of active nests during the breeding season or any disturbance
that results in the abandonment of nestlings is considered a ‘take’ of the species under
federal law.
The proposed project would include grading activities, construction of residential
structures, connection of structures to public utilities, and potential implementation of
off-site improvements to connect to the Phase 1 terminus of Bickford Ranch Road and
the road’s associated water, sewer, drainage, and dry utilities. If construction activities
occur during the nesting season, which generally extends from February 1 to August
31, nests of both special-status and non-special-status native birds could be impacted
by the various project components, conflicting with the provisions of CFGC Section
3503 and the MBTA.
With respect to the MSFB, the only wildlife species with a high potential for occurring
within the MSFB are certain nesting birds, which are protected under the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act, as well as other laws and regulations. Protected birds that have a high
potential to occur within the MSFB include grasshopper sparrow, northern harrier,
purple martin, and white-tailed kite. While tree removal is expected to be minimal within
the MSFB, some removal may need to occur to minimize crown overlap. Removal of
trees and/or tree limbs during the breeding season could disturb these birds and cause
them to abandon their nests and offspring. One way to avoid disturbing nesting birds
is to remove trees and tree limbs in the non-breeding season, typically between
September 1 and January 31. However, this may not be feasible with an annual fuel
reduction program, which typically occurs prior to the fire season, in the spring/early
summer, when grasses have reached mature growth.
Based on the above, impacts related to migratory birds and raptors protected under
the MBTA could be significant.

Mitigation Measure(s)
Implementation of the following mitigation measures would reduce the above potential
impact to a less-than-significant level. In addition, if the applicant secures all approvals
and permits for the project, and elects to proceed ahead of BRSP Phase 2
improvements in order to construct the remaining 400-foot segment of Bickford Ranch
Road to the project’s boundaries, then the applicant will be required to implement
BRSP EIR Mitigation Measures B-L and/or B-M regarding nesting raptors, if any
improvement areas are within oak woodland habitat. Mitigation Measures B-L and BM are incorporated into this EIR as Mitigation Measure 6-5(e) below.
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6-5(a)

Construction activities, such as vegetation clearing and grading
activities, shall be completed between September 1 and January 31, if
feasible, to avoid impacts to suitable nesting habitat during the typical
nesting season. If vegetation removal and grading activities must occur
during the nesting season (February 1 to August 31), the project
applicant shall enlist a qualified biologist to conduct a pre-construction
survey of the project footprint and a 100-foot buffer area for active
nests. The pre-construction survey shall be conducted within three
days prior to commencement of ground-disturbing activities, per current
CDFW guidance. If the pre-construction survey shows that there is no
evidence of active nests, a letter report shall be prepared to document
the survey and submitted to the Placer County Community
Development Resource Agency within 10 days of completion of the
survey, with no additional mitigation measures required. If construction
does not commence within three days of the pre-construction survey,
or halts for more than 14 days, an additional survey shall be required,
prior to starting work.

6-5(b)

Removal of trees, tree limbs, shrubs and understory within the MSFB
shall be prohibited during the nesting season (February 1 to August 31)
to the extent feasible. For any year that vegetation removal within the
MSFB other than the cutting of grasses through grazing or the use of
approved hand-held equipment would occur during the nesting season,
a pre-construction survey for active nests shall be conducted in the
affected area within three days prior to the start of vegetation removal,
with completion of the survey and submittal of results carried out as
outlined in Mitigation Measure 6-5(a).

6-5(c)

If nests are found during pre-construction surveys and are considered
to be active, a qualified biologist shall establish species-appropriate
buffer zones to prohibit construction or vegetation management
activities and minimize nest disturbance until the young have
successfully fledged or until the biologist determines that the nest is no
longer active. Buffer width will depend on the species in question,
surrounding existing disturbances, and specific site characteristics.
Buffer zones are typically 100 feet for migratory bird nests and 500 feet
for raptor nests. If active nests are found within any trees slated for
removal, then an appropriate buffer shall be established around the
trees and the trees shall not be removed until a biologist determines
that the nestlings have successfully fledged or until the nest is no longer
active. A brief letter report documenting the results of the nesting bird
survey shall be provided to the Placer County Community Development
Resource Agency within 14 days of the completion of the survey. Prior
to construction commencing, a summary report documenting nest
monitoring efforts and verification of fledging shall be provided to the
Placer County Community Development Resource Agency.

6-5(d)

Implement Mitigation Measure 6-3(b).
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6-5(e)

If the applicant proceeds ahead of BRSP Phase 2 improvements in
order to construct the 400-foot segment of Bickford Ranch Road to the
project’s boundaries, then Mitigation Measures B-L and/or B-M from the
BRSP EIR shall be implemented within the portion of Bickford Ranch
Road that would be constructed by The Ridge project, as follows:
BRSP MM B-L: Before construction of any phase of the project
between March and August in oak woodlands or riparian
habitats, the project proponent will conduct preconstruction
surveys to determine if nesting raptors, special status birds or
other migratory birds protected under the MBTA are present on
or near (within 500 feet) construction areas. Night-time surveys
will be performed to determine the presence of nesting owls. If
no nesting raptors are found, no additional mitigation will be
needed for that portion of the project. If these surveys detect
nesting raptors on or near construction areas, a buffer zone will
need to be established (see Mitigation Measure B-M). If
construction will occur outside of the nesting season (August
through February), no preconstruction raptor nesting surveys
are necessary.
BRSP MM B-M: If nesting raptors, special status birds or other
migratory birds are found on or near active construction areas,
a no-disturbance buffer zone will be established until nesting
activity or construction activity is completed. The distance and
placement of the buffer area will be determined in consultation
with CDFW. Typically, buffer zones consist of a 500-foot radius
area around the nest tree. If construction will occur outside of
the raptor nesting season (September – February), no raptor
surveys are required.

6-6

Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or
other sensitive natural community, or on State or federally
protected wetlands (including, but not limited to, marsh,
vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means. Based on the
analysis below and with implementation of mitigation, the
impact is less than significant.
Riparian habitats are lands that occur along watercourses and water bodies, with
typical examples including streambanks and floodplains. Riparian habitats are
distinctly different from surrounding lands, due to a riparian habitat’s unique soil and
vegetation characteristics, which are strongly influenced by the presence of water.
While the proposed project would include subdivision of the 24.95-acre project site to
develop 34 single-family residential homes, grading activities, connection to public
utilities, a gated private two-way residential street, and other associated
improvements, project components would not impact riparian habitats, as riparian
habitats do not exist within the footprint of the Study Area. According to the ARDR
prepared for the proposed project, the Caperton Canal is the closest USGS “blue line”
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to the project site. However, the Caperton Canal is an unvegetated, cement-lined
canal. Additionally, while the Caperton Canal occurs within close proximity to the
project site, the canal is located outside of the proposed project’s footprint (see Figure
6-1). Furthermore, the BRA did not identify riparian habitats that would be impacted
as a result of the propose project. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in
impacts to riparian habitat.
With respect to State or federally protected wetlands, the BRA identified three nonvernal pool seasonal wetlands totaling 0.11-acre within the southwest and southeast
portions of the project site (see Figure 6-3). The 0.11-acre of wetlands are potential
jurisdictional waters, potentially qualifying as waters of the U.S. and/or waters of the
State. Grading activities and construction of residential structures associated with Lots
12 to 14 and Lot 26, along with implementation of associated improvements such as
the proposed project’s private two-way residential street, would result in impacts to the
seasonal wetlands. Special habitat fees would apply to the proposed project to mitigate
impacts to non-vernal pool seasonal wetlands. The PCCP’s Special Habitat Fee
Schedule (Table 9-7 of the PCCP) sets fees for impacts to wetlands at a rate of
$121,025 for each acre.
An additional two non-vernal pool seasonal wetlands, totaling 0.25-acre, occur within
the MSFB’s mixed oak woodland habitat. Maintenance activities within the MSFB are
not anticipated to involve fill of aquatic features, given that the preferable method of
maintaining annual grasses within the MSFB is grazing (see also Mitigation Measure
8-2 of the Wildfire Chapter, Action #10). Notwithstanding, if grazing is not feasible in
certain circumstances, other means may be allowed (e.g., mechanical equipment).
Depending upon the equipment selected, there is a potential for use of mechanical
equipment to result in significant impacts to occur to the wetlands within the MSFB.
As previously discussed, development of the proposed project is dependent upon the
installation of Bickford Ranch Road and associated utilities (water and sewer trunk
mains) through Phase 1 of the BRSP and extension of such infrastructure through a
portion of BRSP Phase 2 to the project entry. The terminus of Bickford Ranch Road
after completion of Phase 1 BRSP improvements will stop short of The Ridge project
site, leaving about 400 feet of unpaved roadway between the terminus and the
southwestern corner of The Ridge project site. The 400-foot segment would either be
constructed during commencement of Phase 2 of BRSP, or depending on the timing
of BRSP Phase 2, potentially by The Ridge applicant. Construction of the 400-foot
segment would not impact wetlands, as waters of the of the U.S. have not been
mapped within the road alignment’s area of disturbance (see Figure 13-2 of the BRSP
EIR). As such, potential off-site improvements associated with construction of the 400foot segment of Bickford Ranch Road to the project entry would not impact State or
federally protected wetlands.
Based on the above information, because the 0.11-acre of non-vernal pool seasonal
wetlands in the southwest and southeast portions of the project site are potential
jurisdictional waters, impacts to State or federally protected wetlands from
implementation of the proposed project could be significant.
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Mitigation Measure(s)
Implementation of the following mitigation measures would reduce the above potential
impact to a less-than-significant level.

6-7

6-6(a)

An application for CARP Authorization shall accompany the permit
application (i.e., Improvement Plans) for the project step that would
impact the on-site seasonal wetlands. In addition to the land conversion
fee required in Mitigation Measure 6-8, the project is anticipated to
result in permanent direct effects to 0.11-acre of seasonal wetlands.
The applicant shall pay special habitat fees for wetland impacts prior to
issuance of a land conversion authorization that allows ground
disturbance of a special habitat. The fees to be paid shall be those in
effect at the time of ground disturbance authorization for each project
step and shall be the per acre fee based on the amount of aquatic
resource disturbance resulting from the activity.

6-6(b)

Prior to construction of the Modified Shaded Fuel Break (MSFB), the
applicant shall retain a qualified wetland scientist to identify the extent
of seasonal wetlands within the MSFB. The boundaries of the wetlands
shall be visibly and permanently marked with stakes, flagging, or other
method determined acceptable by the wetland scientist. No fuel
maintenance activities other than the cutting of grasses through grazing
or use of other approved hand-held equipment shall occur at any time
within the delineated wetland areas. Proof of compliance with this
measure shall be provided to the Placer County Community
Development Resource Agency prior to creation of the MSFB.

Interfere substantially with the movement of any native
resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with
established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites. Based on the
analysis below, the impact is less than significant.
Wildlife corridors link areas of suitable wildlife habitat that are otherwise separated by
rugged terrain, changes in vegetation, or human disturbance. The fragmentation of
open space areas by urbanization creates isolated "islands" of wildlife habitat.
Fragmentation also occurs when a portion of one or more habitats is converted into
another habitat, such as when woodland or scrub habitat is altered or converted into
grasslands after a disturbance, such as fire, mudslide, or grading activities. Wildlife
corridors mitigate the effects of fragmentation by (1) allowing animals to move between
remaining habitats, thereby permitting depleted populations to be replenished and
promoting genetic exchange; (2) providing escape routes from fire, predators, and
human disturbances, thereby reducing the risk of catastrophic events (such as fire or
disease) on population or local species extinction; and (3) serving as travel routes for
individual animals as they move within their home ranges in search of food, water,
mates, and other needs.
During the field surveys conducted as part of the BRA’s analysis, several mobile
wildlife species, including coyote, were observed, and evidence of the presence of
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black-tailed mule deer, bear, racoon, and skunk was also observed within the Study
Area. Per the BRA, the majority of the oak woodland within the interior of the Study
Area and within the MSFB along the steep slopes to the north and west of the project
site, would also remain intact. As detailed in Figure 6-6, of the 37.82 acres of mixed
oak woodland within the Study Area, only approximately 7.916 would be impacted.
Under the adjusted baseline, the area to the west of The Ridge project site would
consist of development associated with Phase 1 of the BRSP, which could include as
many as 1,010 single-family units along with associated backbone roadway, water,
sewer, and storm drainage infrastructure. However, the areas to the north, east, and
south of the project site would remain undeveloped and provide movement corridors
to the surrounding habitats, including mixed oak woodland, oak-foothill pine woodland,
and annual grassland.8 For example, the land to the north of The Ridge project site
would continue to contain undeveloped natural habitat on the larger La Faille Ranch
property, owned by the project applicant. The La Faille Ranch property contains a
drainage course outside of the project site that likely serves as a local wildlife
movement corridor. The drainage course would not be affected by the proposed
project. Therefore, implementation of the proposed project would not result in the
creation of extensive barriers or impacts to wildlife migration corridors.
Based on the above information, because natural habitats such as oak woodland and
annual grassland within the Study Area surrounding the project site would remain
intact with implementation of the proposed project, as well as undeveloped natural
habitat on the larger La Faille Ranch property, implementation of the proposed project
would not result in the creation of extensive barriers or impacts to wildlife migration
corridors. Thus, the proposed project would result in a less-than-significant impact.

Mitigation Measure(s)
None required.

6-8

Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting
biological resources, such as a tree preservation policy or
ordinance. Based on the analysis below and with
implementation of mitigation, the impact is less than
significant.
According to the BRA, approximately 7.916 acres of mixed oak woodland and
approximately 0.069-acre of oak-foothill pine woodland are anticipated to be directly
impacted by the proposed project’s components (see Figure 6-5). Additionally, a total
of 46 significant trees were inventoried within the project footprint and buffer area,
consisting of 40 blue oaks and six interior live oaks (see Figure 6-6). A tree is
considered significantly impacted if changes in grade, drainage, or soil are performed
within 10 feet of the outside edge of the DLR. Of the 46 on-site significant trees, seven
have been recommended for removal due to poor condition, and an additional 25 trees
would be either avoided or minimally impacted.

8

It is noted that in the cumulative condition, the areas to the east and south would be developed as part of BRSP
buildout. However, even in such a cumulative scenario, substantial open space would be preserved in BRSP which
would continue to enable wildlife movements through the area, though to a lesser degree.
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Figure 6-5
The Ridge Impacts to Biological Communities
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Figure 6-6
Impacts to Significant Trees and Oak Woodland Within The Ridge Study Area
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An additional 42 significant trees are present in the MSFB. Activities within the MSFB
are anticipated to be restricted to brush clearing and removal of downed/dead trees to
create a shaded fuel break for public safety; however, individual trees could potentially
be subject to removal if deemed necessary for crown clearance. Under the PCCP,
mitigation for oak woodland is achieved at a landscape level rather than a tree-by-tree
basis. The Placer County Conservation Program (HCP/NCCP), County Aquatic
Resources Program (CARP), Cultural Resources Management Plan, and related
implementing ordinances and programs (PCCP) were adopted by the Placer County
Board of Supervisors on September 23, 2020. The project site is located within Plan
Area A: Foothills of the PCCP and the proposed project is a Covered Activity requiring
PCCP Authorization. The project is required to apply for PCCP Authorization and
comply with PCCP General Conditions 1, 3, and 5 for water quality and habitat
protection; land conversion fee obligations for permanent land conversion; and
construction worker training.
As the PCCP has been adopted, development fees would be applied for the proposed
project’s vegetation community impacts, in accordance with PCCP guidelines. The
vegetation community impacts that would be accounted for would include impacts to
the oak woodlands, as well as other natural and semi-natural habitats, such as annual
grassland. According to the PCCP’s Land Conversion Fee Schedule (Table 9-6 of the
PCCP), fees applied under Plan Area A – Foothills, 2d for “Single family residential on
any parcel created by subdivision of existing parcel into five or more total parcels and
multi-family residential” are $2,279 for each development unit, plus $7,560 per acre,
as well as any applicable special habitat fees. It is noted that, while the project is
required to mitigate for the entirety of oak woodland impacts through payment of the
PCCP land conversion fee, conditions of approval will require that future buyers of the
lots obtain a tree permit from the County before impacting significant trees not
identified for removal on the Tentative Map in order to further limit impacts to the extent
practicable, consistent with the Project Design Guidelines and Covenants, Conditions,
and Restrictions (CC&Rs). Special habitat fees would also apply to the proposed
project to mitigate impacts to non-vernal pool seasonal wetlands, as discussed in
Impact 6-6.
Based on the above, 7.985 acres of mixed oak woodland and oak-foothill pine
woodland are anticipated to be directly impacted by the proposed project within the
area identified for Potential Future Growth (PFG) within the PCCP, the impacts of
which would be fully mitigated through compliance with the PCCP. Without compliance
with the PCCP, the impact could be considered significant.

Mitigation Measure(s)
Implementation of the following mitigation measures would reduce the above potential
impact to a less-than-significant level.
6-8(a)

PCCP General Condition 1. Prior to Improvement Plan approval, the
project shall obtain coverage under the General Permit for Discharges
of Storm Water Associated with Construction Activity (Construction
General Permit Order 2009-0009-DWQ); including requirements to
develop a project-based Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP); and applicable NPDES program requirements as
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implemented by the County. Construction activity subject to this permit
includes clearing, grading and disturbances to the ground such as
stockpiling, or excavation.
The project shall comply with the West Placer Storm Water Quality
Design Manual (Design Manual).
The project shall implement the following BMPs. This list shall be
included on the Notes page of the improvement/grading plans and shall
be shown on the plans:
1. When possible, vehicles and equipment will be parked on
pavement, existing roads, and previously disturbed areas.
When vehicle parking areas are to be established as a
temporary facility, the site will be recovered to pre-project or
ecologically improved conditions within 1 year of start of
groundbreaking to ensure effects are temporary (refer to
Section 6.3.1.4, General Condition 4, Temporary Effects, for the
process to demonstrate temporary effects).
2. Trash generated by Covered Activities will be promptly and
properly removed from the site.
3. Appropriate erosion control measures (e.g., fiber rolls, filter
fences, vegetative buffer strips) will be used on site to reduce
siltation and runoff of contaminants into avoided wetlands,
ponds, streams, or riparian vegetation.
a. Erosion control measures will be of material that will not
entrap wildlife (i.e., no plastic monofilament). Erosion
control blankets will be used as a last resort because of
their tendency to biodegrade slowly and trap reptiles and
amphibians.
b. Erosion control measures will be placed between the
area of disturbance and any avoided aquatic feature,
within an area identified with highly visible markers (e.g.,
construction and erosion-control fencing, flagging, silt
barriers) prior to commencement of construction
activities. Such identification will be properly maintained
until construction is completed and the soils have been
stabilized.
c. Fiber rolls used for erosion control will be certified by the
California Department of Food and Agriculture or any
agency that is a successor or receives delegated
authority during the permit term as weed free.
d. Seed mixtures applied for erosion control will not contain
California Invasive Plant Council–designated invasive
species (http://www.cal-ipc.org/paf/) but will be
composed of native species appropriate for the site or
sterile non-native species. If sterile non-native species
are used for temporary erosion control, native seed
mixtures must be used in subsequent treatments to
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provide long-term erosion control and slow colonization
by invasive non-natives.
4. If the runoff from the development will flow within 100 feet of a
wetland or pond, vegetated storm water filtration features, such
as rain gardens, grass swales, tree box filters, infiltration basins,
or similar LID features to capture and treat flows, shall be
installed consistent with local programs and ordinances.

6-9

6-8(b)

PCCP General Condition 3. Prior to Improvement Plan approval, the
project shall pay a land conversion fee of $2,279 for each development
unit, plus $7,560 per acre, for the permanent conversion of
approximately 18.9 acres of natural land cover including mixed oak
woodland, oak-foothill pine woodland, and annual grassland. The fees
to be paid shall be those in effect at the time of ground disturbance
authorization for each project step and shall be the per acre fee based
on the amount of land disturbance resulting from the activity. For
example, the entity responsible for constructing the Improvement Plans
would be obligated to submit the per-acre PCCP Fee (1b, 2c, and 2d)
based on the area of disturbance, and future homeowners would be
obligated to submit the remainder of the per-acre and per-dwelling fees
PCCP Fee (1b, 2c, and 2d).

6-8(c)

PCCP General Condition 5. Prior to initiation of construction activities,
all project construction personnel shall participate in a worker
environmental training program that will educate workers regarding the
Covered Species and their habitats, the need to avoid impacts, state
and federal protection, and the legal implications of violating
environmental laws and regulations. At a minimum this training may be
accomplished through tailgate presentations at the project site and the
distribution of informational brochures, with descriptions of sensitive
biological resources and regulatory protections, to construction
personnel prior to initiation of construction work.

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan, or
other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation
plan. Based on the analysis below and with implementation of
mitigation, the impact is less than significant.
As discussed above under Impact 6-8, as the PCCP has been adopted, development
fees would be applied for the proposed project’s vegetation community impacts and
wetlands impacts, in accordance with PCCP guidelines. The Ridge project site is within
Plan Area A, which is covered by a comprehensive permit. Avoidance and
minimization measures, set forth in Chapter 6 of the PCCP, are intended to ensure
that adverse effects on Covered Species and natural communities are avoided and
minimized. Applicants are required to obtain a signed Certificate of PCCP
Authorization form from Placer County for potential impacts to terrestrial and aquatic
habitats. During the local impact authorization process, impact fees are calculated
utilizing land cover data. Fees include Land Conversion fees and Aquatic/Wetland
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Special Habitat fees, both of which are applicable to the project. The proposed project
would participate in the PCCP for incidental take coverage and mitigation for effects
to waters of the U.S. and state, as well as oak woodlands. Payment of all applicable
development fees would ensure the proposed project is in compliance with the
provisions of the PCCP.
Therefore, the impact associated with the proposed project would be less than
significant with mitigation.

Mitigation Measure(s)
Implementation of the following mitigation measure would reduce the above potential
impact to a less-than-significant level.
6-9

Implement Mitigation Measures 6-6 and 6-8.

Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
As defined in Section 15355 of the CEQA Guidelines, “cumulative impacts” refers to two or more
individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable, compound, or increase
other environmental impacts. The individual effects may be changes resulting from a single
project or a number of separate projects. The cumulative impact from several projects is the
change in the environment that results from the incremental impact of the project when added to
other closely related past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future projects.
The geographic scope for the cumulative biological resources analysis generally includes buildout
of the proposed project in conjunction with the BRSP, Bickford Ranch Marketplace, and La Faille
Ranch. For more details regarding the cumulative setting, refer to Chapter 9, Statutorily Required
Sections, of this EIR.

6-10

Cumulative loss of habitat for special-status species. Based
on the analysis below, the project, in combination with
cumulative development, would have a less-than-significant
cumulative impact to special-status species habitat loss.
Implementation of the proposed project, in combination with development associated
with the BRSP, Bickford Ranch Marketplace, potentially the La Faille Ranch property,
the Turkey Creek Estates, Esplanade at Turkey Creek, The Waterfront, and Deer
Crossing, could result in a significant cumulative impact related to the cumulative loss
of special-status species habitat. As discussed above, The Ridge project would impact
7.916 acres of mixed oak woodland, 0.069-acre of oak-foothill pine woodland, 10.887
acres of annual grassland, and 0.106-acre of non-vernal pool seasonal wetlands, while
avoiding 29.904 acres of mixed oak woodland, 1.009 acres of oak-foothill pine
woodland, 5.483 acres of annual grassland, and 0.254-acre of non-vernal pool
seasonal wetland within the Study Area. Altogether, the site’s vegetation communities
offer suitable habitat of varying qualities to potentially support 10 special-status plant
species and 10 special-status wildlife species and migratory birds protected under the
MBTA.
Within the greater cumulative setting surrounding the project site, development of the
County-approved BRSP, located on approximately 1,942.5 acres to the east, south,
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and west of the proposed project, would result in further loss of habitats in the region.
The BRSP Study Area includes 476 acres of annual grassland, 1,416 acres of blue
oak woodland, three acres of valley oak woodland, and 52 acres of valley-foothill
riparian habitat (see Figure 13-1 of the BRSP EIR), and approximately 78,700 trees,
including those within the above-mentioned woodland areas. However, as noted in the
2015 Addendum to the BRSP EIR, following approval of the 2004 BRSP project, site
development activities commenced including initiation of mass grading, tree removal
and wetland species mitigation. Consistent with 2004 Project approvals, approximately
8,200 oak trees were removed and approximately 21,000 oak seedlings were planted
in the northwest portion of the site as mitigation for trees removed. The seedlings failed
due to lack of irrigation. The Bickford Ranch Tree Mitigation Plan prepared for the 2014
BRSP addresses the failed plantings and includes mitigation to address impacts of the
BRSP and compensation for previous failed mitigation.
The BRSP Study Area consists of 7.71 acres of wetland swales, 3.11 acres of
seasonal wetlands, 0.23-acre of vernal pools, 4.43 acres of riparian wetlands, and
0.26-acre of stock ponds (see Figure 13-2 of the BRSP EIR).
Development associated with the Bickford Ranch Marketplace and the La Faille Ranch
property would further impact biological resources in the region. While the 10-acre
Bickford Ranch Marketplace site, located at the southeast corner of Sierra College
Boulevard and SR 193, consists primarily of developed areas and ruderal vegetation,
the site contains 2.26 acres of annual grassland, 0.27-acre of valley oak woodland,
and 0.3-acre of interior live oak woodland. The site additionally features a total of 0.14acre of on-site aquatic resources, including 0.12-acre of seasonal wetland swale, 0.01acre of emergent marsh, and a 0.004-acre drainage ditch. Currently, an active
application to develop the 169.68-acre La Faille Ranch property to the north of The
Ridge project site has not been filed with the County. However, La Faille Ranch is
included in the cumulative setting discussion, as a previous application to develop the
site into 14 single-family lots was partially processed through the County before being
subsequently withdrawn. La Faille Ranch consists of four oak woodland types, totaling
105.28 acres. Approximately 64.93 acres are covered by blue oak woodland. Interior
live oaks woodlands are found on 20.54 acres on the lower and northern slopes of the
property. A mixture of oaks and other riparian trees make up the 16.84 acres of the
site’s valley foothill riparian woodland, and the on-site valley oak woodland consists of
a narrow 2.96-acre band of widely spaced valley oaks. La Faille Ranch also includes
two aquatic channels that run parallel to each other through the site and converge at
the property’s ultimate discharge point at the northern boundary.
Furthermore, development associated with the Turkey Creek Estates and Esplanade
at Turkey Creek, The Waterfront, and Deer Crossing would additionally impact
biological resources in the region. The first three of the foregoing projects are located
within the Village 1 Specific Plan area of the City of Lincoln. Both the Turkey Creek
Estates project (248 acres) and Esplanade at Turkey Creek project (approximately
175 acres) are approved residential projects currently under construction. Habitats that
have been disturbed during construction include non-native annual grassland
(especially Esplanade), oak woodland, and wetlands. The Waterfront (18.6 acres) has
also been entitled within the Village 1 Specific Plan, but is not currently under
construction. As detailed in the Village 1 Specific Plan EIR, The Waterfront project site
is composed of various habitats, including non-native annual grassland, oak
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woodland, and riparian. Lastly, Deer Crossing is an entitled non-residential project
southwest of the intersection of SR 193 and Oak Tree Lane, adjacent to the Village 1
Specific Plan area of the City of Lincoln. The project, which is not currently under
construction, would consist of approximately 22,000 square feet of commercial/retail
uses. On-site habitat for Deer Crossing is comprised predominantly of non-native
annual grassland.
Based on the above information, implementation of the proposed project, in
combination with cumulative development anticipated for the region, would result in
impacts to the aforementioned habitats, which represent potential habitat for various
special-status species discussed throughout this chapter.
This chapter provides a wide range of mitigation to minimize potential adverse effects
to habitat for special-status species within the project footprint. For instance, Mitigation
Measure 6-8 requires payment of all PCCP development fees for impacts to on-site
annual grassland, mixed oak woodland, and oak-foothill pine woodland. In addition,
Mitigation Measure 6-6(a) would require that the proposed project conform with the
Placer County CARP for wetland mitigation. Thus, any wetlands lost within the project
site would ultimately be offset through the PCCP reserve system, funded by land
conversion and special habitat fees. While the project would involve loss of some
existing on-site habitat, implementation of the proposed project would not result in the
creation of extensive barriers or impacts to wildlife migration corridors, as the
surrounding landscape would continue to contain undeveloped natural habitat on the
larger La Faille Ranch property, owned by the project applicant, to the north of the
project site. Furthermore, the majority of the oak woodland surrounding the project site
and within the MSFB along the steep slopes to the north and west of the project site
would remain intact.
With respect to the cumulative setting, the BRSP at buildout will be a fully developed
Specific Plan community, generally consisting of 1,890 new residential units, more
than 1,100 acres of open space and recreation, and new public facilities, including a
fire station and school site for a potential future school. Given the scope of the planned
development, implementation of the BRSP will result in impacts to biological
resources. Generally, the BRSP EIR concluded that implementation of the project
would result in the loss of most of the 483 acres of annual grassland within the project
site; removal of approximately 10,653 native trees protected under the County’s
Ordinance (most of which has already occurred, as previously noted); loss of
approximately 147 acres of oak woodland; potential loss of an unspecified, but small
portion of the 9.33 acres of riparian vegetation within the Meadows community (located
in the northwest areas of the BRSP footprint); and direct impacts to 2.83 acres of
waters of the U.S.
The BRSP EIR included a total of 19 mitigation measures to address potentially
significant impacts to biological resources. The Bickford Ranch Tree Mitigation Plan
has already been discussed above. In addition, Mitigation Measure B-E requires
implementation of a Wetland Preservation and Impact Plan that will create 8.49 acres
of seasonal wetland, emergent marsh, and riparian habitats for a mitigation ratio of
more than 3:1. An additional 15.07 acres of open water will be created within the
BRSP’s seven constructed lakes, and 3.8 acres of emergent marsh wetland will be
constructed along the fringes of the lakes.
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Since the certification of the BRSP EIR and adoption of the 2015 Addendum, the
Placer County Board of Supervisors has adopted the PCCP. The PCCP is designed
to ensure that lands within western Placer County are managed to continue to support
the survival and well-being of the species covered by the PCCP, as well as the survival
of hundreds of other species that are dependent on the same habitat. It should be
noted that the purpose of the PCCP is to address cumulative impacts to biological
resources in Placer County. The project site has been designated in the PCCP as an
area of potential future growth in the Foothills (“Foothills PFG”, see Figure 6-7).
The proposed project would not include the conversion of any lands not previously
identified for development and would include protection of portions of the project site
within designated open space, as discussed above. Also notable is the PCCP’s
identification of BRSP as an area of Foothills PFG (A3) (Volume 1, pg. 2-38) and the
aforementioned City of Lincoln projects as an area of Valley PFG (A1) (Volume 1, pg.
2-34)). )The PCCP EIR/EIS concluded that impacts to biological resources related to
future growth identified in the PCCP would be less-than-significant with
implementation of the Plan’s conservation strategy.9 To ensure the preservation of
special-status plant and wildlife species, sensitive habitats, and State and federally
protected wetlands, the PCCP includes the establishment of a Reserve Acquisition
Area (RAA), an area designated in the PCCP within which a connected Reserve
System will be assembled. The conservation strategy would establish most of the
Reserve System in the RAA.
The Placer Conservation Authority (PCA), created to implement the HCP/NCCP and
the CARP, will acquire approximately 47,300 acres for natural and semi-natural
community protection and restoration over the 50-year permit term for the HCP/NCCP.
Bickford Ranch Marketplace and La Faille Ranch, are also located within the Foothills
PFG area and would be required to comply with the PCCP, including payment of
development fees for impacts to habitats. As previously discussed for the project site,
these fees would be used to establish the RAA.
The above discussion provides substantial evidence that, while the combined effects
on special-status species habitats resulting from approved/planned development,
including the proposed project, could be considered significant, with implementation
of the PCCP, cumulative impacts to biological resources habitat would be less-thansignificant.

Mitigation Measure(s)
None required.

9

Placer County. Placer County Conservation Program Final Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact
Report [pg. 4.3-47]. May 2020.
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Figure 6-7
The Ridge Project Site Location Within the PCCP

Project Site

Source: Placer County. Placer County Conservation Program. February 2020.
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